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Introduction

The first part of this law book is filled with the insane and absurd laws of the land. The last part of this book gets into the details of what is generally called God’s Law. While the God laws may, at first seem odd or crazy, a little investigation may help us understand what was going on when the laws were created. For instance, it is against the law to make your beard curved and go to church according to the laws introduced in the book of Leviticus. I sure someone will be offended by this book, so I don’t recommend reading it.
Driving Laws
Western States

California

• Bicycles may not be ridden without "appropriate fashion accessories" anywhere in Santa Clara County.

• It is illegal to skateboard on walls "or other vertical surfaces" in Palo Alto. [I think ceilings are OK.]

• California - No vehicle without a driver may exceed 60 miles per hour.

• Los Angeles has a law that halts driving your car along Hollywood Blvd. more than twice in four
hours. [Once they had a person that drove by 3 times and the law was passed to be mean to that guy, I suppose.]

Arizona

- Arizona --Gargling is prohibited while flying. - Hackberry, Arizona

- In Glendale Arizona, it is illegal to drive a car in reverse. [Some people probably still have their cars in their driveways wondering what to do next.]

Utah

- In Bluff, Utah pilots and passengers are prohibited from eating onions between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. [If the onion is already in the mouth, I think it is not considered a crime.]
North Eastern States

Connecticut

- In Devon, Connecticut, it is unlawful to walk backwards after sunset.

- In Hartford, Connecticut, you aren't allowed to cross a street while walking on your hands.

- In Connecticut, you can be stopped by the police for biking over 65 miles per hour.
Pennsylvania

- "Automobiles traveling on country roads at night must send up a rocket every mile, then wait ten minutes for the road to clear of livestock."

- "If a driver sees a team of horses, he is to pull to one side of the road and cover his machine with a blanket or dust cover that has been painted to blend into the scenery."

- "In the event that a horse refuses to pass a car on the road, the owner must take his car apart and conceal the parts in the bushes." [It is not known by this writer how many pieces have to be disassembled, but it would be good to always carry tools.]

- Juggling in front of an airplane is illegal in Wellsboro, PA. [I think juggling a plane is also restricted.]

Rhode Island

- Wakefield, Rhode Island citizens are not allowed to enter an airplane within four hours of eating garlic. [This whole onion and garlic thing seemed to have a lot of laws to protect people.]

- In Providence, Rhode Island, it is against the law to jump off a bridge.
New Jersey

- In New Jersey, you cannot pump your own gas. [I don’t know if it is saying something about the intelligence of the common motorist or not.]
Middle American Driving Laws

Illinois

- In Illinois, the law is that a car must be driven with the steering wheel.

North Dakota

- In North Dakota it is illegal to lie down and fall asleep with your shoes on. [You can imagine this one must have had something to do with someone who was fairly aggressive when he was sleeping.]

He’s in his shoes.
He’s in Trouble
Southern States

Alabama

• In Alabama, you may be arrested for operating a motor vehicle while wearing a blindfold.

• In Alabama, putting salt on a railroad track may be punishable by death.

• In Alabama, it is legal to drive the wrong way down a one-way street if you have a lantern attached to the front of your automobile.

• In Alabama, you must have windshield wipers on your car.
• In Alabama, anyone to try and stop a child from playfully jumping over puddles of water.

Tennessee

• In Memphis, Tennessee, a woman is not to drive a car unless a man warns approaching motorists or pedestrians by walking in front of the car that is being driven.

• In Tennessee, it is against the law to drive a car while sleeping. [I’ve tried this one and I decided it’s a good law.]

West Virginia

• In West Virginia, only babies can ride in a baby carriage.

Texas

• It is Texas law that when two trains meet each other at a railroad crossing, each shall come to a full stop, and neither shall proceed until the other has gone. [There are some trains still sitting at crossings, as the conductors worry about becoming a criminal.]
The Trains Stopped and never got going
World Driving Laws

Venice

• All gondolas must be black in Venice. Only government officials are allowed fancy colors.

Canada

• You cannot release ten or more helium-filled balloons in any City of Toronto park within a 24 hour period.
• In Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, all cyclists are required to carry a kerosene lantern, which can be seen plainly.

• Until 1921, drivers were required to drive on the left hand side of the road in Victoria, British Columbia. On December 31, 1921, precisely at the stroke of midnight, all drivers and cyclists began driving on the right side of the road.

• Don't put a slow moving sign on a vehicle that isn't slow moving if you plan to drive on Ontario's highways. A vehicle displaying a slow moving sign that is moving at normal speeds will be stopped and the driver fined.

• In Canada, no school bus or other public vehicle can change gears while crossing a railroad track. The law requires all buses stop before crossing railway tracks

• In Fort Qu' Appelle, Saskatchewan all teenagers walking down the main street must have their shoes tied.
Russia

• During the 1920's there was a law in Russia that all private automobiles (not ones used by the government) had to have a yellow stripe painted all the way around the whole body.
These laws certainly show how very serious Americans are about their religion.

New England Laws

Connecticut

Connecticut Blue Laws

If you ever wondered why outdated laws are typically called blue laws, here is the history. The people of the "Dominion of New Haven, Connecticut" were really into religious law and these strict laws were printed on blue paper. Here are a few:
The governor and magistrates convened in general assembly are the supreme power, under God, of the independent dominion. From the determination of the assembly no appeal shall be made.

No one shall be a freeman or have a vote unless he is converted and a member of one of the churches allowed in the dominion.

Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God to bear true allegiance to this dominion and that Jesus is the only king.

No dissenter from the essential worship of this dominion shall be allowed to give a vote for electing of magistrates or any officer.

No food or lodging shall be offered to a heretic.

No one shall cross a river on the Sabbath but authorized clergymen.

No one shall travel, cook victuals, make beds, sweep houses, cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath Day.

No one shall kiss his or her children on the Sabbath or feasting days.

The Sabbath Day shall begin at sunset Saturday.

New York

In Chaseville, New York, you may not "drive a goat past a church in a ridiculous fashion."
New Hampshire

- New Hampshire made it against the law or run machinery on Sundays.

Rhode Island

- According to law, no store is allowed to sell a toothbrush on the Sabbath in Providence, Rhode Island. Yet these same stores are allowed to sell toothpaste and mouthwash on Sundays. [The theory is that buying a machine on Saturday was against the Biblical teachings. I assume everyone throws toothbrushes away every week.]
New Jersey

- In New Jersey, cabbage can't be sold on Sunday. [This is similar to the garlic laws.]

Southern Religion

South Carolina

- In the Palmetto State, you must always carry your gun to church.
• In South Carolina every citizen is obliged to carry his gun to church. [Just imagine what was required if you went to a bar.]

West Virginia

• In Nicholas County, W. Va., no member of the clergy is allowed to tell jokes or humorous stories from the pulpit during a church service.
Nebraska

- Women who are single, widowed, or divorced are banned from parachuting on Sunday in Crawford, Nebraska.

Tennessee

- In Memphis, Tennessee, it is against the law to sell teddy bears or yo-yo's on Sundays.

  ![No yo-yos and Teddy bears on Sunday. It just isn’t right.]

- In Tennessee, a law exists which prohibits the sale of bologna (sandwich meat) on Sunday.
• Cow criminals are also noted as it is unlawful to walk your cow after 1:00 on Sundays. [No you can’t turn in people with ugly girlfriends.]

The criminal snuck his cow past the church

• It was illegal to teach evolution in Tennessee until 1968.

Georgia

• Georgia law provides that it is a misdemeanor for any citizen to attend church worship on Sunday unless he is equipped with a rifle and it is loaded. [Today, you are asked to unload the weapons.]
Florida

• If you're a single, divorced, or widowed woman, you can't parachute on Sunday afternoons. [This had something to do with not wearing pants.]

Alabama

• It's illegal in Alabama to wear a fake mustache that causes laughter in church.

• Dominoes may not be played on Sunday.

• In Alabama it is illegal to impersonate a person of the clergy.
Midwest and Western Religion

Kansas

- In Kansas, it is illegal to eat snakes on Sunday.

California

- In California, a law created in 1925 makes it illegal to wiggle while dancing.
- In Santa Clara, it is forbidden to dedicate parking spaces to the patron saint of television.

Nevada

- In December 1997, the state of Nevada (USA) became the first state to pass legislation categorizing Y2K data disasters as "acts of God"—protecting the state from lawsuits that may potentially be brought against it by residents in the year 2000.
International Religious Laws

Israel

• In Israel, there's no legal way for a man named Cohen to marry a divorced woman.

England

• In England, it is illegal to sell most goods on a Sunday, (this law is mostly ignored)

• It is however legal to sell a carrot on Sunday. It is also legal to sell it at any price and to give free gifts with it, such as anything else one might want to buy on a Sunday! [People are pretty clever when it comes to selling on Sunday.]

• In Hereford, you may not shoot a Welsh person on Sunday with a longbow in the Cathedral Close.

• Jesuits, Seminary Priests and other suchlike disobedient Persons must be banished.

• Under the reign of Elizabeth I, any person found guilty of "harboring a Catholic priest" would be tortured or even hanged. Any priest of the Catholic
faith that was caught would be hanged, drawn, and quartered.

- In York England, excluding Sundays, it is perfectly legal to shoot a Scotsman with a bow and arrow.

**Canada**

- Car dealerships are forbidden from opening on Sunday.
Weapon and Fighting Laws
Southern States

Georgia

- If you slap a man on the back in Georgia, you have broken the law.

- A Georgia law provides that it is a misdemeanor for any citizen to attend church worship on Sunday unless he is equipped with a rifle and it is loaded. [Sort of a religion law and a weapon law.]

Kentucky

- Frankfort, Kentucky, makes it against the law to shoot off a policeman's tie.
• Another oddball laws includes a year in prison for anyone who throws eggs, or tomatoes, at a public speaker.

Louisiana

• In Louisiana, it is illegal to rob a bank and then shoot at the bank teller with a water pistol. [They must have had a flock of water-gun bandits in the past.]
• Biting someone with your natural teeth is "simple assault," while biting someone with your false teeth is "aggravated assault."

Texas

• In Texas, a new anticrime law requires criminals to give their victims 24 hours notice, either orally or in writing, and to explain the nature of the crime to be committed. [Since this law went into affect, it is believed the crime has gone down as no notices have been given.]

• You may not legally own a pair of pliers if you live in Texas. [Now you know why he priers in the car is so horrible.]
South Carolina

- In South Carolina every citizen is obliged to carry his gun to church. [Just imagine what was required if you went to a bar.]

Arkansas

- They also put reasonable limits to wife beating. A man can only beat his wife in Little Rock provided his stick is no wider than 3 inches across and even then, not more than once a month. [I have no idea how often a wife can beat her husband, but, at least, this does give us bounds.]
Alabama

- In Jasper, Alabama, it is illegal for a husband to beat his wife with a stick larger in diameter than his thumb. [Therefore, some believe that it’s even harder to get your wife to do what you want in Alabama than in Arkansas.]
Western States

Washington

- There is a law on the books in Washington State that a motorcar driven at night must be preceded by something like 100 yards by a man carrying a lantern. [This assumes that the vehicle is some type of weapon, I suppose.]
- In Seattle, Washington, it is illegal to carry a concealed weapon that is over six feet in length. [No one has been arrested for this heinous crime so don’t worry.]
- In Washington, a law to reduce crime states: "It is mandatory for a motorist with criminal intentions to stop at the city limits and telephone the chief of police as he is entering the town. [I am told that very few criminals have entered as there have been no calls so far.]
- Citizens cannot carry a slingshot on an airplane without special permission in Okanogan, Washington.

Idaho

- In Pocatello, Idaho, a law passed in 1912 provided that "The carrying of concealed weapons is
forbidden, unless same are exhibited to public view." [Lawmakers have made it safe for us again.]

California

- In Los Angeles California, a man may legally beat his wife with a leather strap, as long as it is less than two inches wide, or she gives him permission to use a wider strap. [California wives are not as behaved as Alabama wives and almost never give permission.]
Northeastern States

Pennsylvania

- It is contrary to Pennsylvania law to discharge a gun, cannon, revolver or other explosive weapon at a wedding.
- In Pennsylvania, a person who has been in a duel is not eligible to become governor.

Vermont

- In Vermont, women need written permission from their husbands to wear false teeth. [Too many biting criminals are around.]

New Jersey

- In New Jersey, it is illegal to wear a bullet-proof vest while committing a murder. [If you do, you will get into serious trouble.]
Mid American States

Oklahoma

- In Oklahoma, you cannot legally carry an exposed weapon unless you are being chased by an Indian.

Kansas

- In Wichita, Kansas, it is illegal to carry a concealed bean snapper. [I’m not sure if you are aloud to carry the beans or not.]

Missouri

- Children can buy shotguns in Kansas City, Missouri... but not toy cap guns. [Evidently there had been a rash of cap gun crimes and the shotguns may disway the criminals.]
International Weapons Laws

Paraguay

- Dueling is legal in Paraguay as long as both parties are registered blood donors. [I supposed there you could get out of the duel by indicating that you forgot to register.]

Canada

- Never carry a slingshot when entering a national park within Canada's borders. Even if you don't use it, you can be fined up to $200. [If the cops find rubber bands in your car, you had better do some explaining.]

UK

- "To prevent violence," it was at one time customary at certain phases of the moon to chain and flog inmates of England's notorious Bedlam Hospital. [The inmates appreciated the concern, I'm sure.]
- On the Isle of Man Crossbows are banned.
Public Safety Laws

Southern Laws of Safety

Arkansas

- A very safe law states’ “The Arkansas River can rise no higher than the Main Street Bridge in Little Rock.” [How do you arrest the water?]

Texas

- In Clarendon, TX, it is illegal to dust any public building with a feather duster. [I suppose if you get it certified, it is all right, but the common ones are a no no.]
• In Borger, Texas, it is against the law to throw confetti, rubber balls, feather dusters, whips or quirts (riding crop), and explosive firecrackers of any kind. (Real party poopers)

Kid, Did you just throw that ball?

• It is against Texas law to sell your right eye or your left eye, either.

South Carolina

• A state law in South Carolina forbids people from crawling in public sewers without a permit.
Louisiana

- In Lake Charles, Louisiana, you can get into trouble if you allow a rain puddle to remain in your yard for more than twelve hours. If you use a bean-shooter in Arkansas, you can be charged with a misdemeanor.

Alabama

- In Breton, Alabama, there is a law on the town's books against riding down the street in a motorboat.
- In Alabama, it is illegal for a driver to be blindfolded while operating a vehicle.
North Eastern Safety Laws

The North Eastern United States is really safe with these laws.

Vermont

- In Vermont it is illegal to whistle underwater. [I tried it just to see how the criminal mind worked.]
New York

• Do not burn "offal" or bones, or grow ragweed in New York City. These are against the law.

New Jersey

• One must yield a phone line to a person if it is an emergency.

• In an attempt to "foster kindness" in the citizens of New Jersey, the month of May is designated "Kindness Awareness Month". The third Thursday of October is designated as "New Jersey Credit Union Day" and citizens of the state should observe the day with "appropriate activities and programs". [Kind people are safe people.]

• In New Jersey, a sales clerk may never allow a minor to purchase handcuffs.

Maryland

• Maryland In Baltimore, it's illegal to throw bales of hay from a second-story window within the city limits. [The third floor as a lot safer.]

Massachusetts

• In 1845 Boston had an ordinance banning bathing unless you had a doctor's prescription. [I don’t
know what happens if you fall in a lake and some dirt accidentally comes off.]
Western Safety Laws

California

- San Francisco is said to be the only city in the nation to have ordinances guaranteeing sunshine to the masses.

- In Cupertino, California, it is illegal to count backwards audibly in hexadecimal. [I believe these lawmakers thought that if you were trying to remember if “1F” was just before “AA” your might not notice your environment and hurt someone.]

One more Sam and I’ll have to take you in.

1F, 1E, 1D, 1C, 1B,

1A, 19
• San Francisco, California-The government of San Francisco is concerned with the happiness of their citizens. They actually have a law that says they guarantee sunshine to the public.

Oklahoma

• In Oklahoma, no baseball team can hit the ball over the fence or out of a ballpark.

• No flyer may wear a pair of pants with hip pockets while flying. - Guyman, OK

• Harthahorne, Oklahoma City Ordinance, Section 363, states that it shall be unlawful to put any hypnotized person in a display window. [I assume its even worse if you tell them to cluck like a chicken.]

• In Oklahoma, females are forbidden from doing their own hair without being licensed by the state.
Colorado

- In Denver, it is unlawful to lend your vacuum cleaner to your next door neighbor.

Washington

- A law to reduce crime states: "It is mandatory for a motorist with criminal intentions to stop at the city limits and telephone the chief of police as he is entering the town.
- Citizens cannot carry a slingshot on an airplane without special permission in Okanogan, Washington.

Montana

- It is a misdemeanor to show movies that depict acts of felonious crime in Montana.

Arizona

- Arizona: Requires its citizens to register with the state before going into the business of selling cocaine, marijuana, heroin or other illegal drugs.
Mid American Safety Laws

Iowa

• In Iowa, most ordinances involve public safety, such as a ban on playing ball in the street or casting a fishing line where people are swimming.

• In Fort Madison, Iowa, the fire department is required to practice fire fighting for fifteen minutes before attending a fire.

• In Iowa, a train hasn't come through this Cape May County town in nearly 70 years, but a local ordinance prohibits sounding a steam whistle, even if it's only on a stationary boiler.

Minnesota

• In Minnesota, people cannot play checkers at the airport, "Lest they acquire a taste for gambling". - Clearbrook, MN

North Dakota

• In North Dakota, it is still legal to shoot Indians if your in a covered wagon.
Wisconsin

- In Racine, Wisconsin, it is illegal to wake a fireman when he is asleep.
World Safety Laws

Canadian Safety Laws

• Wolfville, Nova Scotia has a curfew for those under the age of 15. All youngsters must be off the street by 9 pm from October to March and 10 pm in summer, unless they are with a parent or guardian. The bylaw, though still valid, has not been enforced since 1980.

• Ontario law states it is illegal to paint any bus bright yellow unless it is being used to transport handicapped adults or school children.

• Halifax, Nova Scotia has a bylaw that states that grass on the boulevard (between the curb and sidewalk) must not be longer than 6 inches (15 centimeters) tall. If a dispute arises, the grass will be measured by city officials.

• In February 1999, a judge in Collingwood, Ontario sent a summons to a retired schoolteacher. The offence - letting the Canadian Flag snap too loudly in the wind.

• Halifax County has a bylaw that makes it illegal to knock, ring a doorbell or shout after 10 pm.

UK Safety

• In the UK, a license is required to keep a lunatic.
• In the UK, all steam locomotives are limited to 4mph on roads. [Nosebleeds.]

• In Chester, England, you can only shoot a Welsh person with a bow and arrow inside the city walls and after midnight.

![Cartoon of a target with speech bubble: "Target practicing with the Welch!"

• In UK, it is illegal to leave baggage unattended.

• In UK, picking up abandoned baggage is an act of terrorism.
• In UK, if a steam locomotive is driven on roads, a man must walk in front of the vehicle with a red flag during the day and a red lantern at night to warn passersby.

• In the UK, committing suicide is classified as a capital crime. [If you try to commit suicide and fail, the state can execute you.]

Germany

• In Germany, there is a law that every office must have a view of the sky, however small. So the office buildings are all long and skinny.

China

• Watch out for the soap criminals. A Chinese soap hit it big with consumers in Asia some time ago. It was claimed in ads that users would lose weight with Seaweed Defat Scented Soap if you washed with it. The soap was sold in violation to the “Japanese Pharmaceutical Affairs Law” and was banned. The craze for the soap was so great that Japanese tourists from China and Hong Kong brought back large quantities. The product was also in violation of customs regulations. In June and July 1999 alone, over 10,000 bars were seized. [All of the customs people are thin today.]
Offensive Nature Laws
Iowa

- Iowa State law forbids any establishment from charging admission to see a one-armed piano player. [I don’t know if they think it is wrong to see someone amazing or that having one arm is repulsive. Maybe they just don’t want one-armed people in their State.]

Don’t pay the pianoman. He only has one arm.
Illinois

- In Illinois, prison inmates were offered free plastic surgery to change their faces. Of those who elected to become "new men" their rate of committing new crimes after release was less than average. [I know this isn’t a law, but it sure is a weird way to punish people.]

- Chicago law prohibits eating in a place that is on fire.
Michigan

- In the state of Michigan, it is illegal to swear in front of women and children.

Ohio

- In Cleveland, Ohio, it is unlawful to leave chewing gum in public places.
- In Bexley, Ohio, Ordinance number 223, of 09/09/19 prohibits the installation and usage of slot machines in outhouses. [We’ve come a long way here and now there is absolutely nothing to do while in the outhouse.]

Indiana

- In Indiana, bathing is prohibited during the winter.
- In Indiana, it is against the law to eat ice cream in the local airport with a fork.
- Indiana: Citizens are not allowed to attend a movie house or theater nor ride in a public streetcar within at least four hours after eating garlic.
Kansas

• In Kansas it is legal to round of pi from somewhere around 3.14159265 to 3.0.

• Loud burping while walking around the airport is prohibited in Halstead, Kansas.

Nebraska

• In Nebraska, a parent can be arrested if his child cannot hold back a burp during a church service. [The Kansas burp law seems way more restrictive than this one.]

• In Waterloo, Nebraska, barbers are forbidden from eating onions between 7am and 7pm. [This goes along with the Indiana law about eating Garlic.]

Missouri

• In Missouri, a man must have a permit to shave. [Shaven people are so offensive.]
Michigan

- In Detroit, Michigan, it is against the law to sit in the middle of a street to read a newspaper. [Accordingly mid-street magazine reading is not nearly as offensive.]
Northeastern Offensiveness

New Jersey

• In New Jersey it is against the law to "frown" at a police officer. [Hide your face if a frown is coming on.]

• In New Jersey, spray paint may not be sold without a posted sign warning juveniles of the penalty for creating graffiti.

New York

• In New York, it is against the law for children to pick up or collect cigarette and cigar butts.

Delaware

• It is against the law to sneeze in an airplane in Lynch Heights, Delaware
Vermont

- In Vermont, lawmakers made it obligatory for everybody to take at least one bath each week -- on Saturday night.

Massachusetts

- In Massachusetts, snoring is prohibited unless all bedroom windows are closed and securely locked.
- In Massachusetts, an old ordinance declares goatees illegal unless you first pay a special license fee for the privilege of wearing one in public.
- In 1659, Massachusetts made Christmas illegal.
- Boston, Massachusetts, once had a law which made it illegal to bathe more than one time per week.

New York

- In Greene, New York, it is illegal to eat peanuts and walk backwards on the sidewalks when a concert is on.
- In New York City, it is illegal to greet anyone "by placing the end of his thumb against the tip of his nose, at the same time extending and wriggling the fingers of his hand."

67
Pennsylvania

- In Pennsylvania, a special cleaning ordinance bans housewives from hiding dirt and dust under a rug in a dwelling.

- In Pennsylvania, it is against the law for a pilot to tickle a female flying student under her chin with a feather duster in order to get her attention. - Columbia, PA

- The state law of Pennsylvania prohibits singing in the bathtub.
New Hampshire

- New Hampshire law forbids you to tap your feet, nod your head, or in any way keep time to the music in a tavern, restaurant, or cafe.
- In New Hampshire it is against the law to sell the clothes off your back to pay off a gambling debt,
Washington DC

- No building in DC may be taller than 13 floors. This is so that no matter where in the city you are, you can see the monument to our first president, Washington.
Western Offensiveness

New Mexico

• In Carlsbad New Mexico the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary is banned. [It had words that were offensive.]

• In Carrizozo, N.M., it's forbidden for a female to appear unshaven in public (includes legs and face).

• No one can play cards on the airport grounds with a woman, a child, or an Indian. - White Horse, NM

California

• In California, bathhouses are against the law.

• In San Francisco, there is an ordinance, which bans the picking up and throwing of used confetti.

• Hypnotism is banned by public schools in San Diego.

• California Community leaders passed an ordinance that makes it illegal for anyone to try and stop a child from playfully jumping over puddles of water.

• Theaters in Glendale, California can show horror films only on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. [Horrible shows can be shown, however.]
Dancing cheek-to-cheek is prohibited in Compton, California.

**Colorado**

- In Fairplay Colorado, no one - man, woman, or child - can be seen flying while barefoot. - *[I guess it is the bottoms of the feet that are really the nasty parts.]*

**Oklahoma**

- In Oklahoma people who make "ugly faces" at dogs may be fined and/or jailed. *[I suppose people who are just ugly, can be jailed as well.]*

**Idaho**

- According to one source, in Idaho it is illegal to give your lover a box of candy smaller than fifty pounds in weight. Another source stated that it is illegal to give any other citizen a box of candy weighing more than 50 pounds. *[In any case, the giving of huge quantities of candy is regulated in Idaho.]*

**Arizona**

- In Phoenix, Arizona, you can't walk through a hotel lobby with spurs on.
Washington

- It's illegal in Wilbur, Washington, to ride an ugly horse.
Southern Offensiveness

Alabama

- In Alabama, it is illegal to maim oneself to escape duty.
- In Alabama, boogers may not be flicked into the wind. [I’m not sure who sponsored this law, but why stop at in the wind booger flicking?]

Arkansas

- In Arkansas, they also passed a law against mispronouncing the word Arkansas. The criminals that do may be fined or sent to jail. [This really gets rid of the riff-raff.]

Kentucky

- In Kentucky, it's the law that a person must take a bath once a year.
- In Kentucky, it is illegal for a merchant to force a person into his place of business for the purpose of making a sale.
Louisiana

- In Louisiana, a bill was introduced years ago in the State House of Representatives that fixed a ceiling on haircuts for bald men of 25 cents.

Virginia

- This is a good one----In Virginia, the Code of 1930 has a statute which prohibits corrupt practices or bribery by any person other than political candidates.

Florida

- In Florida, women may be fined for falling asleep under a hair dryer, as can the salon owner.
- In Florida, it is illegal to sell you children
- In Florida, it also is unlawful to dye a baby chick, duckling or rabbit and offer it for sale unless six or more are for sale at the same time. [It’s sort of a law that says if you are not cruel enough you are bad.]

West Virginia

- In West Virginia, one can't cook sauerkraut or cabbage due to the odors and the offence is subject to imprisonment.
- In West Virginia, no children may attend school with their breath smelling of "wild onions." [I think you
can see sort of a theme in West Virginia---
BRUSH YOUR TEETH]

Georgia

• In Georgia, it is illegal to say "Oh, Boy" in Jonesboro, Georgia.

• In Georgia, it is a violation for a woman over 200 pounds and attired in shorts to pilot or ride in an airplane. - Pocataligo, GA  
[I assume this is a scenery law, but maybe it’s a way to keep someone with a “heavy person in shorts” fetish to stay away.]

• A barber is not to advertise prices in the State of Georgia.  
[I don’t know if telling you what you owe him loud enough for another to hear is considered in this dastardly crime, but it should be.]

• In Georgia, it's against the law to spread a false rumor.

Kentucky

• In Kentucky, it is illegal to transport an ice cream cone in your pocket.  
[Somewhere there is a messy evidence room.]

• In Kentucky, you must bathe once a year or pay a fine.  
[It sounds like people bathing more than
once are in trouble, but it could also be considered the other way.]

**Texas**

- In Texas, a city ordinance states that a person cannot go barefoot without first obtaining a special five-dollar permit. **[Hopping only costs $2.50]**

**North Carolina**

- In North Carolina, singing off key in public is strictly banned by state law. **[This is why many singers don’t go near the place.]**
- In North Carolina, bingo games may not last longer than five hours.
World Offenses

Canada

• In Ontario, Canada it is still against the law to spit on the sidewalk.

• Canada's criminal code states that anyone, "offending a public place with a bad smell" is liable to two years in jail.

South America

• In South America, it is considered almost criminal not to ask a man about his wife and children.

UK

• In the UK, it’s against the law to cash a traveler's check.

• In the UK, any person found breaking a boiled egg at the sharp end will be sentenced to 24 hours in the village stocks (enacted by Edward VI). [I think he enacted this after reading “Alice in Wonderland”].

• In the UK, it is illegal to stand within one hundred yards of the reigning monarch when not wearing socks (Another one enacted by Edward VI).
• In the UK, a bed may not be hung out of a window.

• In the UK, it is legal for a male to urinate in public, as long it is on the rear wheel of his motor vehicle and his right hand is on the vehicle. **[Two handed urinating is simply disgusting.]**

• Christmas was once illegal in England.

Italy

• In Italy, it is illegal to make coffins out of anything except nutshells or wood.

Prussia

• Being rude to a telephone operator in Prussia was once a crime. In 1908, a respected citizen was reprimanded by the government after becoming frustrated with an operator and saying "My dear girl!"

Switzerland

• It was once against the law to slam your car door in a city in Switzerland.

Other Europe

• In some European countries it is against the law to give more than a 10% tip to a waiter.
Singapore

• Don't get caught chewing gum in Singapore. For this horrible offense, you could be fined $6,250.00 or spend a year in jail. [The reason might be that politicians were tired of cleaning gum off their shoes.]

Thailand

• In Thailand, the left hand is considered unclean, so you cannot not eat with it.

• Pointing with one finger is considered rude and is only done when pointing to objects or animals, never humans.

Somalia, Africa

• In Somalia, Africa, it's been decreed illegal to carry old chewing gum stuck on the tip of your nose.
Saudi Arabia

- In Saudi Arabia it is against the law to play music.
Other Middle East

- To go along with the South American requirement, in most Arab countries, it would be rude to ask a man about his wife and children.

Pakistan

- In Pakistan, it is rude to show the soles of your feet or point a foot when you are sitting on the floor.
Hindrance Laws
Eastern State Hindrance Laws

Connecticut & Rhode Island

• Connecticut and Rhode Island never ratified the 18th Amendment: Prohibition.

Massachusetts-

• An old ordinance declares goatees illegal unless you first pay a special license fee for the privilege of wearing one in public.

• By law, information collected in a U.S. census must remain confidential for 72 years.

New Hampshire

• In New Hampshire it is against the law to check into a hotel under an assumed name,
Middle USA Hindrance

Iowa-

- Stone Harbor bans leather tanneries and ore-smelting facilities, two rather unlikely candidates to set up shop in today's booming housing market.

Arkansas

- According to Arkansas law, Section 4761, Pope's Digest, “No person shall be permitted to come nearer then fifty feet of any door of any polling room from the opening of the polls until the certification of the returns." [Wouldn’t Florida have liked this law during the 2002 elections? If no one could vote, there would be no miscount.]

Illinois

- Women must address bachelors as master instead of mister.
Western Hindrance Laws

Texas

• Texas is the only state that permits residents to cast absentee ballots from space. The first to exercise this right to vote while in orbit was astronaut David Wolf, who cast his vote for Houston mayor via e-mail from the Russian space station Mir in November 1997.

New Mexico

• During the time that the atomic bomb was being hatched by the United States at Alamogordo, New Mexico, applicants for routine jobs like janitors, were disqualified if they could read. Illiteracy was a job requirement. The reason: the authorities did not want their trash or other papers read.

California

• Prostitutes in San Francisco are not obliged to make change for bills larger than $50.
Other USA

- In most American states, a wedding ring is exempt by law from inclusion among the assets in a bankruptcy estate. This means that a wedding ring cannot be seized by creditors, no matter how much the bankrupt person owes.
Canada Hindrance Laws

Government Hindrance Laws

Canada

• If you hinder or interrupt the Canadian Forces while they're training or marching, you will be fined $100. Interfering or impending with the recruitment of Canadian Forces carries a fine of $300.

• Canadian law states that no person shall offer a reward for lost or stolen property if promising "no questions will be asked." Questions will most definitely be asked.

• You cannot knowingly sell any defective merchandise to Her Majesty the Queen or her agents. If you do, you may find yourself imprisoned for up to 14 years.

• Toronto and Halifax both have laws forbidding anyone to "spy" on people in city parks.

• If you're going out of business in Halifax, be sure to get a license for your going out of business sale.

• Under Section 456 of Canada's Criminal Code, it is illegal to deface "current coin." This includes the burning or defacing of paper currency.
European Hindrance Laws

UK
• Those wishing to purchase a television must also buy a license.
• In UK, destroying or defacing money is illegal.
• In UK, damaging the grass is illegal.
• In Chester, England, you can only shoot a Welsh person with a bow and arrow inside the city walls and after midnight.
• In London, companies may vote in local elections.
• On the Isle of Sark, all land must be left to the eldest son.

Italy
• In Milan, Italy, when an operator dials a wrong number, the phone company fines the operator.
Far East Hindrance Laws

Burma

- Anti-modem laws restrict Internet access in the country of Burma. Illegal possession of a modem can lead to a prison term.
Japan

- In seventeenth-century Japan, no citizen was allowed to leave the country on penalty of death. Anyone caught coming or going without permission was executed on the spot.

China

- For hundreds of years, the Chinese zealously guarded the secret of sericulture; imperial law decreed death by torture to those who disclosed how to make silk.
- In seventeenth-century Japan, no citizen was allowed to leave the country on penalty of death. Anyone caught coming or going without permission was executed on the spot.

Russia

- When Peter the Great, who couldn't grow a respectable beard, was in power, any Russian who had a beard was required to pay a beard tax.
- During the reign of Catherine I of Russia, the rules for parties stipulated that no man was to get drunk before 9 o'clock and ladies weren't to get drunk at any hour.
New Zealand

- In 1871, James MacAndrew was the Chief Executive of Otago, New Zealand. He was ordered to go to debtors' prison. So, he declared a law that his home was a prison.
Animal Laws
Animal Laws of the West

California

• City Ordinance No. 352 in Pacific Grove, California, makes it illegal to kill or threaten a butterfly. [Luckily they don’t speak English so the threatening part has never landed anyone in jail.]

• In California-Animals are banned from mating publicly within 1,500 feet of a tavern, school, or place of worship.

• In California-Many animals are illegal to own as pets, including snails, sloths, and elephants.

• In California--In an animal shelter, lizards and snakes are treated under the same guidelines as cats and dogs.

• In California--It is a misdemeanor to shoot at any kind of game from a moving vehicle, unless the target is a whale. [Just the opposite of Oklahoma where Whale hunting is prohibited.]

• In California--It is illegal to set a mousetrap without a hunting license. [A lot of people still do it, but they are asking for trouble.]

• San Francisco prohibits elephants from strolling down Market Street unless they are on a leash.
• In 1930, the City Council of Ontario, California passed an ordinance forbidding roosters to crow within the city limits.

• Starting January 1 1995, it is illegal in California to possess bear gall bladders.

• In California it is no longer permissible to trip horses for entertainment.

• A Belvedere, CA., City Council order reads: "No dog shall be in a public place without its master on a leash."
• Very important for those in Los Angeles: If you herd more than 2,000 sheep along Hollywood Blvd, you're breaking the law.

• Los Angeles law forbids hunting moths under a street light.

**Colorado**

• A law passed in Denver says that the dog catcher must notify dogs of impounding by posting, for three consecutive days, a notice on a tree in the city park and along a public road running through said park.

```
Notice to dogs.
Catcher will be in park
tomorrow from 1 to 3
please stay put.
```

• In the state of Colorado, a pet cat, if loose, must have a tail-light!
Alaska

- In Alaska – It is illegal to wake a bear for the purpose of photography, although it is legal to shoot a sleeping bear.

- Alaska law says that you can't look at a moose from an airplane. [If you think you may have seen a moose, the best thing to do is to turn yourself in.]

- In parts of Alaska, it's illegal to feed alcohol to a moose. [This certainly means that feeding a moose from an airplane is BAD!]

Utah

- In Utah, birds have the right of way on any public highway.

- It is against the law to fish from horseback in Utah.

- The city of Mountain View proscribes calling pet fish by "names of aggressive content, e.g. 'Biter', 'Killer', 'Sugar-Ray'"
Arizona

- Do not stick your finger in the nose of a cow, unless you are willing to violate one of the rules of the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association.

- It is illegal in Arizona to hunt camels.
Mid Country Animal Laws

Kansas

• In Kansas, you may not shoot rabbits from a motorboat.

• In the State of Kansas, you're not allowed to drive a buffalo through a street.

• No one may catch fish with his bare hands in Kansas.

If you don’t put me down, I’m telling the law.
• You may not use a mule while hunting for ducks in Kansas.

Ohio

• In Ohio, one must have a license to keep a bear.

• In Paulding, OH., a policeman may bite a dog to quiet him.

• In Cleveland, it is illegal to catch mice without a hunting license.

• Since whaling is such a popular sport in Ohio, it is necessary to give the whales a day off; therefore, you may not hunt any whales on Sunday.
• In Ohio, you may never, ever get a fish drunk. [It is too easy to take advantage of them in that state.]

Michigan

• In Michigan it's illegal to place a skunk inside your bosses desk.

• Michigan has a law prohibiting the feeding of cats and other animals, including squirrels, except by registered caregivers.
• In Harper Woods, Michigan, it is against the law to paint a sparrow and claim it's a parakeet.

• Keeping a lion or tiger as a pet is against the law in Michigan

• Roosters may crow, only if it is done at least 300 feet from the airport in Stugis, Michigan

Illinois

• In Zion, Illinois, it is illegal for anyone to give lighted cigars to dogs, cats, and other domesticated animals kept as pets.

• It is against the law for a monster to enter the corporate limits of Urbana, Illinois.

• In Normal, Illinois, it is against the law to make faces at dogs.

• Kirkland, Illinois, law forbids bees to fly over the village or through any of its streets.

Oklahoma

• Oklahoma-Like Illinois, violators can be fined, arrested or jailed for making ugly faces at a dog. [I assume it hurts the dogs feelings.]

• It is against the law to whale hunt in Okalahoma. (Think about it... See how different it was in Ohio.)
Minnesota

- In Minnesota it is illegal to cross state lines with a duck on your head. *(Geese, however, are perfectly acceptable)*
Indiana

- In South Bend, Indiana monkeys are forbidden to smoke cigarettes. [So you will probably see quite a few wearing “a Patch”]
Animal Laws of the South

Tennessee

• In Tennessee it is illegal to use Lassos to catch a fish. [A rusty hook is far more humane.]

• Skunks may not be carried into the State of Tennessee. [You can drag them, but who wants to do that?] [A rusty hook is far more humane.]

• In Tennessee, it is illegal to shoot any game other than whales from a moving automobile. [Sort of the opposite of the Oklahoma law]

Texas

• In Texas it is illegal to shoot buffalo from the second story of a hotel. [I’m not sure why the first or third are the more acceptable, but the law is the law.]

• In Corpus Christie, Texas, it is illegal to raise alligators in your home.

• In Texas, it is still a "hanging offense" to steal cattle.
• In Galveston, Texas, it is illegal to have a camel run loose in the street!

Alabama
• In Alabama, bear wrestling matches are prohibited.

Florida
• In Florida, it is illegal to have sex with a porcupine. [It is also considered painful. Many believe this to be a good law.]
• In Miami, it is forbidden to imitate an animal. [I don’t know if that includes humans.]
• In Florida, if an elephant is left tied to a parking meter, the parking fee has to be paid just as it would for a vehicle.
• In Florida, it is against the law to put livestock on a school bus.

North Carolina
• You can't plow a cotton field with an elephant in North Carolina. [I think this was a big problem in the sixties.]
• In North Carolina, it is against the law for dogs and cats to fight. [Dogs have to be taught this law from very young.]
• In North Carolina, it is against the law for a rabbit to race down the street. [If you see a rabbit with a ticket, you now know why.]

Maryland

• In Maryland, it's illegal to take a lion to the movies. [It’s more common than you think. If it weren’t there certainly would not be a law.]

Mississippi

• No turtle races shall be held at the airport. Bourbon, Mississippi

West Virginia

• It's now legal in West Virginia to hunt with your car. [Here is the thinking. If drivers can be
encouraged to eat their own road kill, the state will save money on carcass removal.]

South Carolina

• All horses are required to wear super-sized diapers.

Virginia

• In Virginia, chickens cannot lay eggs before 8:00 a.m., and must be done before 4:00 p.m.

Georgia

• Atlanta makes it against the law to tie a giraffe to a telephone pole or street lamp.
• In Quitman, Georgia, it is illegal for a chicken to cross a road.

Arkansas

• Alligator criminals also are punished because you may not keep an alligator in your bathtub in Arkansas. [I could see that it would be a problem if you didn’t tell your guests.]
• The old barking dog criminals are certainly evil and if their dog barks after 6 PM, their dog can be impounded and the criminal can be fined.
New York

- There is a law against shooting rabbits from a New York City trolley car.
- Before the enactment of the 1978 law that made it mandatory for dog owners in New York City to clean up after their pets, approximately 40 million pounds of dog excrement were deposited on the streets every year.
- In New York State, it is still illegal to shoot a rabbit from a moving trolley car.

New Jersey

- It is against the law for a man to knit during the fishing season.

Connecticut

- In Hartford, Connecticut, it is against the law to educate a dog. [I don’t know if you can teach them to go to the front door if they have to tinkle or not.]
**Canadian Animal Laws**

- If you happen upon an injured migratory bird in a Canadian national park, you are required to kill it immediately. If not, you can be fined $300.

- In Canada, horses are not allowed to stand on Edmonton streets for longer than 20 minutes. This law was passed in 1920, assuring people doing business didn't loiter or stay to chat with merchants.

- In Canada, street musicians must not give children balloon animals in Victoria, British Columbia.

- In Canada, unless you want to face a fine of up to $25,000, you must never release a raccoon out of its' territory in the province of Ontario.

- On Ontario highways the horse must have two bells attached to its' harness, or two bells must be fastened to the sleigh. The fine for not obeying this law is $5.

- A very serious law has been established in the Yukon to protect pets and drivers. A pet found at large within 30 meters (100 feet) of the center of the highway brings a fine to the owner of $100. If this happens three times in one year, the fine goes up to $500.
• Nova Scotia's Baby Chick Protection Act makes it illegal to sell, give or display an artificially colored chick. Doing so will bring a fine of $100 or 30 days in jail.

• Every time beavers build a dam in a waterway in Canada's national parks, they are breaking the law. Blocking a waterway in a national park brings a fine of $100. Wonder how the government plans to collect. Any ideas?

• It is against the law to drive a sled dog team on a sidewalk in any settlement within the borders of the Northwest Territories.

• If you leave an animal in distress in Canada's Yukon, you will face six months in jail or a fine of $500.

• You cannot leave a fishing line unattended in Canada's national parks if you are fishing with a hand-held rod or line.

• It is also illegal to sell fish caught under domestic fishing licenses in the province of Alberta.

• Wetaskiwin, Alberta from 1917: "It's against the law to tie a male horse next to a female horse on Main Street."

• One old law in British Columbia makes it illegal to kill a sasquatch (big foot).
• Another in Toronto makes it illegal for pigs to run in the streets. This became law in 1834 and has never been changed.

• If you live in St. John's, Newfoundland don't keep cows in your house. It's also against the law to drive cattle through the streets of St. John's after 8am.

• In Canada, it is illegal to a wake a bear for the purpose of photography, although it is legal to shoot a sleeping bear.
Other International Laws

UK Animal Laws

• London Hackney Carriages (taxis/cabs) must carry a bale of hay and a sack of oats. (Repealed 1976)

• In UK, the severest Penalties will be suffered by any commoner who doth permit his animal to have carnal knowledge of a pet of the Royal House (enacted by George I)

Australia

• In the State of Queensland, Australia, it is still constitutional law that all pubs (hotel/bar) must have a railing outside for patrons to tie up their horse.
Food & Drink Laws
Western Drinking

California

- No alcoholic beverages can be displayed within five feet of a cash register in any store that sells both motor oil and alcoholic beverages such as beer or wine.

Wyoming

- In Wyoming, women are required to stand five feet away from the bar while drinking.
Midwestern Eating & Drinking

Iowa

- If you plan on drinking a lot at a bar, you will not be allowed to run a tab because it is against the law.

- After lovemaking in Ames, Iowa, a husband isn't allowed to take more than three gulps of beer while lying in bed with his wife or holding his wife in his arms.

North Dakota

- Beer & pretzels can't be served at the same time in any bar or restaurant.

Minnesota

- A law in Alexandria, Minnesota makes it illegal for a husband to make love to his wife if his breath smells like garlic, onions, or sardines.
Oklahoma

• In Tulsa, Oklahoma, it is against the law to open a soda bottle without the supervision of a licensed engineer.

Southern Drinking

Texas

• In Texas, it is illegal to take more than three sips of beer at a time while standing.

• Beer & pretzels can't be served at the same time in any bar or restaurant.

• In Texas the entire Encyclopedia Britannica is banned because it contains a formula for making beer at home.

Missouri

• In St. Louis, it's illegal to sit on the curb of any city street and drink beer from a bucket.
Kentucky

- In Kentucky, it is illegal to carry ice cream in your back pocket.

Kansas

- By law, anyone who has been drinking is "sober" until he or she "cannot hold onto the ground."
New England Eating & Drinking

New Jersey

• If you have been convicted of driving while intoxicated, you may never again apply for personalized license plates.

Massachusetts

• Mourners at a wake in Massachusetts may eat no more than three sandwiches a piece.
European Eating & Drinking

UK

- In the UK, it is against the law to order beer instead of wine in Paris.
- In the UK, it is against the law to order a cappuccino after dinner eating at a MacDonald's.
- In the UK, it is illegal to be drunk on Licensed Premises (in a pub or bar).
- London Hackney Carriages (taxis-cabs) must carry a bale of hay and a sack of oats. (This wasn’t repealed until 1976.)

Italy

- It is against the law to drink tap water in Italy.
Other World Eating & Drinking

China

• Anyone caught drunk in public in ancient China was put to death.

Russia

• During the reign of Catherine I of Russia, the rules for parties stipulated that no man was to get drunk before 9 o'clock and ladies weren't to get drunk at any hour.

San Salvador

• In San Salvador, drunk drivers can be punished by death before a firing squad.
Turkey

- In Turkey, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, anyone caught drinking coffee was put to death.

That smells like illegal coffee hay fever medication.
Clothing Laws
Middle America

Iowa

• In Iowa, local laws at the shore received national scrutiny last month when Cape May repealed a decades-old ban on males wearing form-fitting bikini-type bathing suits. Robert Elwell, a former mayor of Cape May, said the ordinance was part of a move by the town to appeal to families.

Nebraska

• In Nebraska, it is illegal to lie down and fall asleep with your shoes on.

Kasas

• If a man is wearing a striped suit, you cannot throw a knife at him in Natoma, Kansas.

• Kansas state law requires pedestrians crossing the highways at night to wear tail lights.
Western American Clothing Laws

Nevada

• In Nevada, it's illegal to ride your camel on the highway. Using a firearm to fish is strictly forbidden in Wyoming. Men, in Florida, you may not be seen in public wearing a strapless gown.

Montana

• A Helena, Montana law states that a woman cannot dance on a saloon table unless her clothing weighs more than three pounds, two ounces.

California

• In California, women may not drive in a house coat.

• California law prohibits a woman from driving a car while dressed in a housecoat.

Arizona

• Clothing rules are stressed in Arizona. No woman is allowed to wear pants and men and women both are
not allowed to wear suspenders. Both laws are punishable by fines if broken.

• In some smaller towns in the state of Arizona, it is illegal to wear suspenders.

Southern American Clothing Laws

Alabama

• In Alabama, you may not drive barefooted.

• In Alabama, masks may not be worn in public.

• In Alabama, no female wearing a nightgown can be taken for a flight on a private plane.

Kentucky

• In Kentucky, "No female shall appear in a bathing suit on any highway within this state unless she be escorted by at least two officers or unless she be armed with a club."

• An amendment to the above legislation: "The provisions of this statute shall not apply to females weighing less than 90 pounds nor exceeding 200 pounds, nor shall it apply to female horses."
Virginia

- In Norfolk, Virginia, a woman can't go out without wearing a corset. [There used to be a civil-service job- for men only- called a corset inspector.]

Florida

- SARASOTA It is illegal to sing in a public place while attired in a swimsuit.
- In Miami, it's illegal for men to be seen publicly in any kind of strapless gown.
- In Florida, it is illegal to sing in a public place while attired in a swimsuit.
- In Florida, men may not be seen publicly in any kind of strapless gown.
New England Clothing

New York

• In Carmel, N.Y., a man can't go outside while wearing a jacket and pants that do not match.

• Wearing a sweatshirt inside-out is deemed a "threatening misdemeanor" in Half-Moon Bay.

UK Clothing

• In the UK, it is illegal for a Member of Parliament to enter the House of Commons wearing a full suit of armor.

• In the UK, wearing a pink jogging suit, a baseball cap, and tennis shoes is illegal.
Sex & Marriage Laws
Connecticut Sex Laws

- Connecticut blue law states, no gospel minister shall join people in marriage. The magistrate may join them, as he may do it with less scandal to Christ's church.

- Connecticut blue law also states, when parents refuse their children convenient marriages, the magistrate shall determine the point.

- It is against the law in Connecticut for a man to write love letters to a girl. [I know you are thinking that a man writing a love letter to a man seems more weird.]

- Connecticut blue law-A man who strikes his wife shall be fined $10.

- Connecticut blue law- A woman who strikes her husband shall be punished as the law directs.

- In Hartford, Connecticut, it is illegal to kiss your wife on Sunday. (No wonder why everyone is in a bad mood on Mondays.)
New York Sex Laws

• New York law dictates that if a man can be somewhere without a shirt, a woman gets the same right. The decision came after arrests of women testing the ordinance on the subways. A transit police spokesman said they would comply with the new rule, but "if they were violating any other rules, like sitting on a subway bench topless smoking a cigarette, then we would take action." Smoking is not allowed in the subways.

• In New York, a fine of $25 can be levied for flirting. This old law specifically prohibits men from turning
around on any city street and looking "at a woman in that way." A second conviction for a crime of this magnitude calls for the violating male to be forced to wear a "pair of horse-blinders" wherever and whenever he goes outside for a stroll. The New York City Transit Authority has ruled that women can ride the city subways topless.

Pennsylvanian Sex Laws

- In Pennsylvania, Ministers are forbidden from performing marriages when either the bride or groom is drunk.
- In Harrisburg, Pennsylvania it is illegal to have sex with a truck driver inside a toll booth.
- In Pennsylvania it is illegal to have over 16 women live in a house together because that constitutes a brothel...however up to 120 men can live together, without breaking the law.

Maryland Sex Laws

- In Maryland, it is illegal to sell condoms from vending machines with one exception: prophylactics may be dispensed from a vending machine only "in places where alcoholic beverages are sold for consumption on the premises."
• In Halethorpe, Maryland, it is illegal to kiss for more than one second.

Delaware Sex Laws

• In Lewes, Delaware, it is illegal to wear pants that are "form-fitting" around the waist.

Massachusetts Sex Laws

• In Massachusetts a woman is not allowed to have the position of “woman on top” in sex as well.

New Jersey Sex Laws

• Any couple making out inside a vehicle, and accidentally sounding the horn during their lustful act, may be taken to jail according to a Liberty Corner, New Jersey law.

• In New Jersey, lovers in Liberty Corner, New Jersey, should avoid satisfying their lustful urges in a parked car. If the horn accidentally sounds while they are frolicking behind the wheel, the couple can face a jail term.

New Hampshire Sex Laws

• In New Hampshire, lingerie can't be hung on a clothesline at the airport unless the undies are
carefully hidden from prying eyes by a "suitable screen". - Kidderville, NH

Washington DC Sex Laws

• The only acceptable sexual position in Washington D.C. is the missionary-style position. Any other sexual position is considered illegal.

Maine Sex Laws

• Portland, ME., makes it illegal to tickle a girl under the chin with a feather duster.
Sex in the West

Idaho Sex Laws

- If a police officer in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, suspects a couple is having sex inside a vehicle they must honk their horn three times, and wait two minutes before being allowed to approach the scene.

Oregon Sex Laws

- **In Oregon** one may not bathe without wearing "suitable clothing," i.e., that which covers one's body from neck to knee.

Arizona Sex Laws

- **In Arizona** keeping more than two dildos at home is prohibited. [I don’t know if a police comes to the door and asks about quantity or if there is a questionnaire to fill out.]

Alaskan Sex Laws

- A law in Fairbanks, Alaska, does not allow moose to have sex on city streets.
Californian Sex Laws

• In Ventura County, California, cats and dogs are not allowed to have sex without a permit.

• In Los Angeles, you cannot bathe two babies in the same tub at the same time.

• In Riverside, California, there is an old law on the city's books which makes it illegal to kiss unless both people wipe their lips with rose water.

• In California, animals are banned from mating publicly within 1,500 feet of a tavern, school, or place of worship.

• Don't wiggle while dancing. That's illegal in California.

• In Los Angeles, you cannot bathe two babies in the same tub at the same time.

• In Los Angeles California, a man may legally beat his wife with a leather strap, as long as it is less than two inches wide, or she gives him permission to use a wider strap. [California wives are not as behaved as Alabama wives and almost never give permission.]

• In California, a law created in 1925 makes it illegal to wiggle while dancing.
• Flirtation between men and women on the streets was also outlawed. Criminals could get a 30-day jail term. [The winking crime is extremely useful and more riff-raff type humans are off the streets and into some huge jails.]

Colorado Sex Laws

• In Logan County, Colorado, it's illegal to kiss a sleeping woman.

Montana Sex Laws

• Bozeman, Montana, has a law that bans all sexual activity between members of the opposite sex in the front yard of a home after sundown- if they're nude. (Apparently, if you wear socks, you're safe from the law!)

• Another law in Helena, Montana, mandates that a woman can't dance on a table in a saloon or bar unless she has on at least three pounds, two ounces of clothing.

Nevada Sex Laws

• In Nevada sex without a condom is considered illegal.

• In Eureka, Nevada, men who wear moustaches are forbidden from kissing women. [I’m not sure, but
a 5 o’clock shadow is probably dangerous for the kiss starved male.

New Mexican Sex Laws

• In Carlsbad, New Mexico, it's legal for couples to have sex in a parked vehicle during their lunch break from work, as long as the car or van has drawn curtains to stop strangers from peeking in.

• In Carrizozo, N.M., it's forbidden for a female to appear unshaven in public (includes legs and face).

• During lunch breaks in Carlsbad, New Mexico, no couple should engage in a sexual act while parked in their vehicle, unless their car has curtains.

Oklahoma Sex Laws

• Clinton, Oklahoma, has a law against masturbating while watching two people having sex in a car.

Oregon Sex Laws

• In Willowdale, Oregon, no man may curse while having sex with his wife.

Utah Sex Laws

• Utah--No woman may have sex with a man while riding in an ambulance within the boundaries of
Tremonton, Utah. If caught, the woman can be charged with a sexual misdemeanor and "her name is to be published in the local newspaper." The man isn't charged nor is his name revealed.

- Utah State legislation outlaws all sex with anyone but your spouse.
- Adultery, oral and anal sex, masturbation are all defined as sodomy and can lead to imprisonment.
- Sex with an animal, unless performed for profit, is not considered sodomy. [This is just sick.]
- Polygamy, provided only the missionary position has been applied, is only a misdemeanor.
- In Utah, daylight must be visible between dancing couples.
- A Tremonton, Utah law states that no woman is allowed to have sex with a man while riding in an ambulance. In addition to normal charges, the woman's name will be published in the local newspaper. The man does not receive any punishment.

Washington Sex Laws

- In the State of Washington there is a law against having sex with a virgin under any circumstances. (including the wedding night)
• In King County, Washington, it is illegal for any woman to sit on a man's lap on a bus unless they are married.

**Wyoming Sex Laws**

• No flying instructor "can place his arm around a woman without a good and lawful reason" (while flying) in Rock Springs, WY.

• An ordinance in Newcastle, Wyoming, specifically bans couples from having sex while standing inside a store's walk-in-meat freezer!
Middle America Sex Laws

Michigan Sex Laws

• In Michigan, married couples must live together or be imprisoned.

• In Detroit, couples are banned from making love in an automobile unless the act takes place while the vehicle is parked on the couple's own property.

• In Michigan, a woman isn't allowed to cut her own hair without her husband's permission.

• In Michigan, it is against the law for a lady to lift her skirt more than 6 inches while walking through a mud puddle.

• In Clawson, Mich., there is a law that makes it LEGAL for a farmer to sleep with his pigs, cows, horses, goats, and chickens

Iowa Sex Laws

• In Ottumwa, Iowa, "It is unlawful for any male person, within the corporate limits of the (city), to wink at any female person with whom he is unacquainted."
• Iowa-Kisses may last for as much as, but no more than, five minutes.

• In Ames Iowa a husband may not take more than three gulps of beer while lying in bed with his wife.

**Wisconsin Sex Laws**

• In the quiet town of Connorsville, Wisconsin, it's illegal for a man to shoot off a gun when his female partner has an orgasm.

**Nebraska Sex Laws**

• Women who are single, widowed, or divorced are banned from parachuting on Sunday. - Crawford, Nebraska

• Hotel owners in Hastings, Nebraska are required by law to provide a clean, white cotton nightshirt to each guest.

• Nebraska - No couple, even if they are married, may sleep together in the nude.

**Ohio Sex Laws**

• Ohio-No married man can go flying without his spouse along at any time, unless he has been married for more than 12 months. - West Union, OH
• Ohio- No man may purchase alcohol without written consent from his wife.

• Ohio -Women aren't allowed to wear patent-leather shoes in Cleveland, a man might see the reflection of something "he oughtn't!"

• In Oxford, Ohio, it is illegal for a woman to disrobe in front of a man's picture. [No telling what a love starved picture might do!]

South Dakota Sex Laws

• Sioux Falls, South Dakota –Like Nebraska, all hotels in the city must make sure that every room has two twin beds. The twin beds must be a minimum of at least two feet apart from each other.

• Hotels in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, it is illegal for a couple to make love on the floor between the beds.

Missouri Sex Laws

• Missouri -Oddly enough it is illegal to have oral sex but speeding is not a crime.

• Missouri - In Merryville, Missouri, women are prohibited from wearing corsets because "the privilege of admiring the curvaceous, unencumbered body of a young woman should not be denied to the normal, red-blooded American male."
Illinois Sex Laws

• A State law in Illinois mandates that all bachelors should be called master, not mister, when addressed by their female counterparts.

• Oblong, Illinois - A newly wed couple may not make love while fishing or hunting on the same day as their wedding. [Apparently, they must wait until the next day for some odd reason.]

Minnesota Sex Laws

• In Minnesota sex with birds is strictly prohibited.

• Minnesota - No man is allowed to make love to his wife with the smell of garlic, onions, or sardines on his breath in Alexandria, Minnesota. If his wife so requests, law mandates that he must brush his teeth.
Sex Laws in the South

Alabama Sex Laws

- Incestuous marriages are legal.
- Women are able to retain all property they owned prior to marriage in the case of divorce. However, this provision does not apply to men.

Arkansas Sex Laws

- Arkansas- If a man and a woman flirt with each other in the streets, the could be jailed for 30 days.

Texas Sex Laws

- Texas -In Kingsville, Texas there is a law against two pigs having sex on the city's airport property.

Florida Sex Laws

- A special law prohibits unmarried women from parachuting on Sunday or she shall risk arrest, fine, and/or jailing.
Kentucky Sex Laws

- In Kentucky it is illegal for a female to appear in a bathing suit on a highway unless she is: escorted by at least two police officers; armed with a club; or lighter than 90 pounds or heavier than 200 pounds. The ordinance also specifically exempts female horses from such restrictions. [I suppose it is because horses never control their weight.]

- It is illegal in Kentucky to marry the same man more than 3 times.

Mississippi Sex Laws

- Under the law of Mississippi, there is no such thing as a female peeping tom.

North Carolina Sex Laws

- In Charlotte, North Carolina, women must have their bodies covered by at least 16 yards of cloth at all times.
European and UK Sex Laws

- Donald Duck comics were originally banned from Finland because he doesn't wear pants.
- Taking a picture of a working girl in Amsterdam's red light district is against the law.
- UK-The severest Penalties will be suffered by any commoner who doth permit his animal to have carnal knowledge of a pet of the Royal House (worded weird as it was enacted by George I)
- UK-It is illegal for two adult men to have sex in the same house as a third person.
- UK-Any boy under the age of 10 may not see a naked mannequin.
- UK-Anal sex is prohibited.
- UK-You may not make out in public.
- UK-Interfering with the mail or sleeping with the consort of the Queen is classed as treason, and as such, carries a maximum penalty of death.
- Liverpool England-It is illegal for a woman to be topless in public except as a clerk in a tropical fish store.
• Topless saleswomen are legal in Liverpool, England - but only in tropical fish stores.

• Isle of Sark, England-Divorces are outlawed.
Middle East Sex Laws

- In Saudi Arabia, a woman reportedly may divorce her husband if he does not keep her supplied with coffee.

- In many Middle Eastern countries it is prohibited to eat the sheep you had sex with. A person who decided to eat this sheep is making a deadly sin, and he will never get into paradise with 70 virgins.

- In Lebanon men are officially allowed to have sex with animals. Yet, an important restriction is applied: the animal must be female. For sex with male animals the death penalty can be imposed.

- In Bahrain a man-gynecologist can perform examinations on their patients only by seeing the genitals’ image in the mirror.

- Women were banned by royal decree from using hotel swimming pools in Jidda, Saudi Arabia, in 1979.

- In Bahrain, a male doctor may legally examine a woman's genitals, but is forbidden from looking directly at them during the examination. He may only see their reflection in a mirror.

- Muslims are banned from looking at the genitals of a corpse. This also applies to undertakers; the sex
organs of the deceased must be covered with a brick or piece of wood at all times.

### Pacifica and Far East Sex Laws

- There are men in Guam whose full-time job is to travel the countryside and deflower young virgins, who pay them for the privilege of having sex for the first time. Reason: under Guam law, it is expressly forbidden for virgins to marry.

- In Hong Kong, a betrayed wife is legally allowed to kill her adulterous husband, but may only do so with her bare hands. The husband's lover, on the other hand, may be killed in any manner desired.

- In Indonesia a person will be executed if he/she masturbated.

- In Hong Kong a woman cheated by her husband is allowed to kill him, but only with bare hands, use of weapons is not permitted. As for her husband’s mistress, the wife is allowed to kill her by any means.
South American Sex Laws

- In Columbia, in the town of Kali, a woman is allowed to have sex only with her husband. The bride’s mother has the role of an eye-witness and she is required to be next to the spouses during their very first sexual intercourse.

- In Santa Cruz, Bolivia, it is illegal for a man to have sex with a woman and her daughter at the same time.
Homosexuality Law
From funny we go to strange. It seems that one of the really bad things identified in the Bible laws was homosexuality. While some of the laws that have been stated so far have been funny, the homosexuality Law is not and it is linked with God himself. For details we must go back in time.

There was a lot of homosexual action going on in the early days, but the Jews seemed to stay with the more reasonable actions. One reason was that they had a pretty harsh law against it. The story of Lot in the city of Sodom was one of the first places that really identified non-Jews with homosexuality and Lot was trying to eliminate the inappropriate action, at least on his guests.

If you are familiar with the story, Lot tried give the men outside his home his two daughters for having sex with so that they would not force his male guests to have sex with them?

That whole homosexual thing was everywhere and continued up until fairly recent times. The old Jewish Law stated that if a homosexual was found he was to be hit with rocks until he was dead, but the practice of homosexuality flourished outside the small community of stone throwing Jews. In the Americas, they had gods of homosexuality; in the Pacific Island nations similar
gods were worshipped; and in Rome, the homosexual thing was so popular that 14 of the first 15 emperors were openly homosexual or had homosexual encounters.

**Roman Homosexuals**

Nero, for instance, was in love with his soon to be wife. After killing some people he was almost ready but before his third wife could become the new queen, he had to have his penis removed and this was not an unusual story. Emperor Commodus, openly dressed like a woman and Hadrian deified his homosexual lover, Antious. The Roman that brought the whole thing to a new level of crudeness was Elegabalus. Originally he was a priest of Baal and when he took the thrown, he offered himself for public buggery; reportedly kissed male genitals in public; married a man; and even tried to get doctors to turn him into a woman. No wonder they tried to get rid of the “generally heterosexual” Christians. There was no laws against Roman homosexuality.

**Bulgarian Homosexuals**

We cannot ignore the public bugging comment of Elegabalus. As we move up another thousand years, we find a group called the “Bogomils”, in Bulgaria. That group had homosexual sex so often that homosexual sex
became known as “buggery” in their honor. Before I go any further, you should know that the word Bogomil is Bulgarian for “Beloved of God” so things are going to seem strange. These Bogomils were the culmination of years of Gnostic knowing. The Bogomils had simply interpreted all of the truth out of their ancient historical and religious texts. Let me give you some examples of how they had interpreted the ancient texts.

• They reckoned that the world, humans, and everything else that is in this “Carnal” world were not made by God. Instead, they were made by Satan and were impure. Otherwise, all would be good on the earth and there would be no need to go to heaven.

• They determined that angels from the 1st heaven were forced into female bodies to give them life while angels from the 2nd heaven were forced into male bodies. These angels make up the soul portions of humans. [I’m not going to get into why they thought women angels came from a lower heaven, because it is more nonsense.]

• By placing someone’s hands on another, the angel-soul could aid in healing, so touching became very important.

• The internal angels of humans were always looking for ways to get out of the body. Unless humans restricted themselves from common “carnal” acts like male-female sex and eating “Satan created meat”, the angels could have opportunity to leave.
Somewhere along the line, same sex intercourse became accepted as an acceptable alternative and, evidently, this acceptable act was enjoyed over and over. The unabated, anti-God, homosexuality gave rise to a new concept by the outsiders. It was called heresy.

**Heresy**

The Bogomils became known as homosexuals and they had almost completely eliminated God from what they called religion. The French word for homosexuality, "Herite", was converted for this new sect and the word “Heresy” was born. In later times a common way to discredit a “heresy” charge was to show a desire for the opposite sex. No Bogomil would dare have sex with the opposite sex. It just wouldn’t be right and Bogomils weren’t the only pagan “homosexualiti-ationists”.

**Pagan Homosexuality**

In their “orthodox” forms Judaism, Christianity, and Islam each regard homosexuality as an abomination. But cultures not governed by “a God Law”, often hold an elevated position in religion and society for the homosexuals. Every time “pagan” civilizations rule the world, homosexuality is widely practiced. Homosexual actions probably don’t anger God as much as changing animals into new creatures as we have been studying in most of the preceding books, but the homosexual thing,
apparently, doesn’t make him happy either. The last time he got angry, the Tower of Babel was demolished and people became like apes. The Bible, in the book of Romans, referenced this “common practice” by pagan societies as a shameful act.

- **Romans 1:27-28**- For even their women exchanged the natural use for what is against nature. Likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one another, men with men committing what is shameful and received in themselves the due penalty for their error. They are filled with every kind of unrighteousness and wickedness.

**Homosexual Rulers**

Homosexuals in power, especially in England, have been noted in our recent past, but their inappropriate actions are generally ignored. England’s Homosexual Rulers were plentiful. The most notorious were William Rufus, Richard the Lionhearted, Edward II and James I. As we go down to France we find that King Philip I even appointed his lover to be a bishop.
Laws of God
Sorry about these laws coming after the last section. I don’t know what I was thinking., but I need to back up here again. Many times, the United States got involved in the wars of the world because they felt that the “Laws of God” had been violated and people were not being treated as they should be treated under these “God Laws”. The opposing sides generally thought that they, also, were following the “Laws of God” and that we should “butt out”. In this regard, it is historically significant that the Laws of God are different for different groups of humans. Therefore we need to investigate what these laws might be, where they came from, and how we should interact with them. One thing that must be stressed is that there are two completely different sets of God laws being used today. These were the “Laws for Jews/Jews” and “Laws for everyone else”.

Jews/Jews started writing down their laws about 35 hundred years ago and most of the Non-Jews “obtained” their versions a little later. If you have been following this history, you are aware of the difference in Adamic “Chosen People” and the rest of us, but here is the crazy thing. It seems that the Jews never understood the difference between Jews [Jews] and non-Jews. For that matter, the non-Jews seemed to never understand the difference either, but its pretty easy to see the difference. I don’t claim to have gotten some type of vision directing me to inform the nations of the natural order, but I think that we must all try to open up to
probabilities that “include” the various pieces of historical evidence rather than “excluding” them. Nobody wants to hear this, but the evidence presented so far, strongly suggests there is a major difference in human types. Therefore, Adamic humans had to act in a certain way to keep God happy and everyone else had and still has a completely different requirement to appease our maker.

Here’s where some of the confusion comes in and this confusion has been partially the blame for some of our wars.

Here is the key to this section. Jews got the “Mosaic Laws” to use before they got the Jewish “Laws of God”. After they got their own laws, the Mosaic Laws were supposed to be abandoned by the Jews and used by non-Jews only.
I know the above sounds incorrect because you have never been told this before. Please look at the evidence below before thinking the statement is absurd.

**Jewish Law Versus Mosaic Law**

I know we all have a good idea about what we call Mosaic Law or the “ten commandments” discussed in the Biblical book of Exodus chapter 20. The short list is given below.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Verse 3- Worship only the Creator God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Verse 4- Don’t bow down to another god</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Verse 7- Don’t use God’s name in vain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Verse 8- Rest on the Sabbath [originally Friday and I’m not getting into why we celebrate this on Sunday.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Verse 12-Honor your parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Verse 13-No Killing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Verse 14- No Adultery allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Verse 15- No Stealing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We need to examine how these laws were changed for the Jews. The “God” laws that governed them can be called the “Laws of Isolation”. There was no law against killing, or stealing or just about anything else in the “Ten Commandments” and the Jews relished in the knowledge that they were exempted from these seemingly basic principles. If you have never heard about the difference, and think this is absurd, just look in the Old Testament of the Bible and check it out. To make it easier on you I have complied some of them, but they are easy to find. Before we discuss the really strange Laws of Isolation we need to understand the following:

- The Adamic/Jewish Laws were not presented for non-Jews they were ONLY for the JEWS. [Non-Jews and Jews who had married outside their clan were considered Gentiles]

- The 10 commandments have little to do with the Laws of Isolation, so the Jews were exempted.
Even though the Mosaic Laws were presented to the Jews first, they were not for them. They were sort of the FUTURE laws for the Jews and the current laws for the Gentiles.

**Isolation Laws**

Instead of the Ten Commandments, the Jews were given these *isolation laws*. They, initially, don’t make sense until you realize that they were presented to keep Jews away from non-pure Adamic hybrids that survived the flood. If you have been following the books you probably know that the pure line of humans from Adam were special in that they were promised life in heaven and had this “light” thing that keeps popping up in ancient literature.

I know this doesn’t seem funny, but, believe me, the ways that people have twisted these God laws around to suit there lust for power and greed is funny. OK it isn’t funny; it’s sick, but I’m calling it funny just the same.

The Isolation or Adamic Laws were NEVER intended, nor useful for Gentile humans, but because people didn’t really understand the history, many adopted the particular Adamic Laws that they liked anyway. As you
go through the next section you can easily see that the “Ten Commandments” were substituted by these “completely different” laws. As an example of the difference, if Jews encountered the non-pure Jews, there was no Law against Jews killing non-Jews, in fact, sometimes the Jews were required to kill the unfortunate non-Adamic person. Jews could also steal from outsiders and lie to them, or anything else, provided that they stayed away from them as much as possible. I know it sounds like a contradiction unless you understand that the Isolation Laws superseded the predecessor set of laws [for the JEWS only]. Jews didn’t have to abide by the 10 commandments. They got a fresh set of laws as soon as they got out of the desert and had to interface with the rest of the world.

Adamic versus Non-Adamic Laws

I know I’m getting you confused, but the reason this is important is that this whole GOD LAW thing has been the banner for wars and killing for hundreds of years and we need to sit back and get sanity in what should be two straightforward issues. The original Adamic laws were almost exclusively pointed at keeping Jews/Jews away from everyone else. This isolation included: no sex, no communications, and no relations, except to Egypt. Non-Adamic laws, on the other hand, dealt with courtesy, interaction with others, and focus on worship of God. At least, that is what you would expect. Let’s
back up in time to just before the Ten Commandments were getting written on stone tablets.

**Coming up with God’s Laws**

People were beginning to settle in various areas around the world and the Aryan [Red race] and Nephalimic [descendents of ancient human leaders] were almost all gone by the time any extant set of laws was adopted. The various populations had to come up with laws to govern themselves and they wanted to include God’s insight, so they took out the ancient manuscripts and tried their best to determine what the creator wanted them to set up as laws. Sometimes it was almost comical how man, in his own egocentric way, established laws that were said to be from God without any backing and, in many cases, without regard to what would even be reasonable. I’m not just talking about misinterpretation of the circumcision thing that I discussed in book 6, I’m talking about strange interpretations concerning how people are supposed to treat their fellow man and their creator. You’ll see what I mean below. It may seem easy for us to see fallacy in these Laws today, but when your leader tells you that God wants you to do this or that, what are you going to do?

**Worship as a Law of God**

You would think that the worship of God would be fundamental in these “God given Laws”, but in many instances, the people didn’t think that God worship was
a major requirement by God. In many of these cases, worship of a particular “government” seemed to be of paramount importance above the worship of God. We will look at some of these “don’t worship God” laws below.

**Well Meaning Laws**

I think you will agree that most of the “supposed, Laws of God” didn’t actually come from God. Although they were, some times, well meaning. Many times they were extremely self-serving. Hopefully, looking at the various laws will provide insight into the feelings of the people of the time and the differences of people today. Maybe we can stop killing each other because we treat people differently, or maybe we can love everyone as indicated in a very recent set of laws put together after God incarnate appeared on earth again. This set of Laws I call the New Human Laws and they will be addressed shortly.
First we need to investigate a very important set of laws because they were designed to govern the remaining Jews and have nothing to do with Laws for anyone else. The Jewish religious community came up with 613 separate laws covering every possible element of life. Most can be found in the book of Leviticus chapters 12 through 18. Worshipping God was one of the laws, but many are directly associated with isolation as I mentioned before. There is no way I would list all of them, because you would be asleep before the end was reached but here is a short list of the more outlandish ones.

Remember that these are the “Laws of God” only as referenced to Jews. Notice the curious separation from other cultures that is required except for the strange law
about living with Egyptians. In book 6 we learned that this peculiar Egyptian law was made because the Jews had ruled Egypt for a time in the past and there was a certain kindred towards their dear friends who had given them gold and silver to start their new life outside of Egypt. Hopefully, the more expanded description of the whole slavery thing and the details of the mass exodus from Egypt during the time of Moses indicated in that previous book makes the “Jews and Egyptians should live together law” more easily understood. Anyway! Here they are.

1. Worship the one true God. All others are false [This one is true for both Jews and non-Jews. The problem was that some of the Nephalimic descendents were still in control and worshipped by almost everyone. As was discussed previously, these rulers were giants when compared to other people so many thought of them as gods. The idea of making wooden and clay effigies wasn’t the bad part as some have indicated. Worshipping real live humans as gods was the bad thing.]

2. Circumcise your ears, tongue, penis, heart, etc. [I think I’ve gone over this one enough, but essentially these laws really say stay away from others. It seems like everyone adopted the penis one in the olden days and, still today, people have their penises shortened as some type of act to impress God. The Jews did slice off the end of the penis as sort of a show of faith, but it should not be confused with the act of circumcision.]
3. Love ONLY Jewish people. [Gentiles are on their own, in fact, Jews loving non-Jews is a big no-no, or “stay away from others”. Essentially this law says, “Hate thy neighbor”, while the New Human Laws I will discuss later changes it completely.]

4. Lend to a Jew without interest and to EVERYONE ELSE with interest. [So when a Jew tells you that he would love to lend you something, but it is against the law for him to do it and not make a profit on the deal, he’s telling you the truth. Just give him the money. Really it was to keep the non-Jews away from Jews. Again don’t love thy neighbor was required.]

5. Do not exclude an Egyptian from the community of Israel for three generations. [Because of the extremely strict limitation of Jewish people to not have dealing with Gentiles, this is a strong
indicator that the Hyksos Egyptians were Jewish by ancestry and the Egyptians were friends of the Jews. It seems apparent that many Jews did not leave during the Exodus.]

6. Do not indulge in familiarities with relatives, such as kissing, embracing, winking, skipping, [Especially that evil skipping; God hates it when people have two feet off the ground at the same time. This was really to preserve the genetic stability, but I know is sounds silly today.]

7. Do not have sex with a bondmaid, a betrothed woman, your mother, your direct aunt, your niece, your son’s wife, your uncle’s wife, or any other “in-laws”. Do not prostitute your daughter, make a whore your wife, marry a non-virgin, or commit adultery with another man’s wife. Do not have homosexual sex or sex with an animal, or with a woman on her period, or with the dead. [Somewhere
in that list, you can have sex, but you really need a checklist to make sure you are with whom you should be with. These were also commanded to keep the genetic strain stable.]

8. Don’t eat a worm found in fruit. [I have no problem with this law and I know you’re thinking about that old joke about the half worm in an apple is worse than finding a whole worm.]

Don’t eat that worm Job, find one on the ground.

9. Don’t eat abominable things like eagles, dolphin, rabbits, and monkeys, but instead stick to “clean animals like locust, beetles, and pigeons. [I went over this in some detail in book 5, but apparently Jews were not to eat any animal that was genetically modified and was not created by God.]

10. Don’t eat blood. [This one, has been misinterpreted by thousands. Of course, the first statement is impossible to do if you eat any animal, but people
simply didn’t read far enough in the book of Leviticus. It simply says to dump the blood on the ground before eating the meat. To this date I don’t believe that the real reason for this law has been determined, but eating animals was NEVER disallowed in the Bible. I previously discussed the whole clean/unclean animal definition and that has nothing to do with this law. Sorry I don’t have an answer, but this was a major law just the same.

11. Don’t eat or drink like a drunkard. Don’t swear needlessly. Don’t rob by violence. [Only drink like a non-drunkard, swear if you have to, and only rob without violence.]

12. One who rapes a virgin shall marry her and may never divorce her. He must also pay 50 Sheckels. [I already showed how this law was misinterpreted by the Jewish community. It does not mean that rape is acceptable. The Law was made to allow close tracking of genetic lines. Once breeding was established, the lineage had to be tracked, no matter what.]

13. Don’t consult ghosts or wizards, nor practice magic or cast spells over snakes. Let a witch die. [Casting spells over lizards may have been OK, but here we can see that what we consider to be magic today was commonplace at that time. This was really a law to keep the Jews focused on God. Witches were those aligned with Nephilim Descendents and were taught things humans were not ready for.]
14. Don’t round the corners of the head, puncture, or tattoo the body [Very important! The Jews could have no pierced ears, no manicured beards, and no marks on their bodies. Actually, this was done to show a difference between the Jews and everyone else so they could remain separate.]

15. A man with crushed testicles, flat nose, or a severed penis may not enter the assembly of the Lord. [This wasn’t adopted to be mean, but the old crushed penis person would not be able to have Adamic children, so this would limit his mating opportunity. The flat nose is a mystery. Possibly it was a sign that the person was not a pure blooded Adamic.]

16. A eunuch shall not marry a daughter of Israel [This is similar to the one above. It is also telling Jews to stay away from outsiders again.]
17. Don’t cross-breed animals of different species. [As we have previously indicated this was one of the major downfalls before the flood and against the law after the flood. I know we are doing it today, but it is still against the law.]

18. Man shall not wear women's clothing and a woman should not wear men's clothing [No Levis for women or if Levis are considered woman’s cloths, men were out of luck. Remember this was during the days of men wearing long dresses. I can’t tell any difference in the clothing worn by men and women of that time, so it must had had more to do with acting the part than wearing clothing.]

19. Set apart the tithe, one tenth, of the produce for the Levites [This “Jewish” law was made to pay the Levi tribe. Non-Jews were never obligated to provide this tithe thing, however, many Christian churches have ignored the fact that this law was for Jews only. Then they forget that only Levites were supposed to get the money.]

20. A lying woman is unclean like a menstruating woman [If an Adamic female lies about her menstruation she is really in trouble with God. As we know today, sex during menstruation cannot produce offspring and it was, therefore, probably established to insure more Jews were produced.]

21. Don’t sell a beautiful woman. [This one is really curious. Ugly women are either worth more or it is so easy to sell a beautiful woman that no training in barter can be had. No matter. God
only wanted ugly women sold by this law. Actually the sign of beauty is possibly a representation of Adamic purity that was to be preserved.]

22. Don’t sell a Hebrew maid-servant to another person and keep a Canaanite slave forever. [Jews selling Jews was OK, but selling a Jew to someone else was bad manners. Here the law seems to infer that if someone bought a slave and didn’t know if the slave was Adamic or not, there could be an inappropriate sexual exchange.]

23. Don’t eat a limb removed from a living beast. [This is still frowned on, especially by three legged pigs.]

Wish that law had come about before Jacob got a hold of me.
24. Destroy the seed of Amalek and exterminate the seven Canaanite nations [As you can see “love thy neighbor” was not an option. It was Against the Law!! Unfortunately Law 24 is difficult to do if you have to keep all your Canaanite slaves, so Jews had a problem with one or the other. Actually these half-breed Adamic nations, were problems for Adamic purity as some shared ancestry that might make Jews believe that sexual interaction would be reasonable and it was not. It was better to eradicate them than to have them soil the Adamic line.]

Not the God Laws of Today

I had a little fun with the above laws, but they were really centered around keeping Jews away from everyone else, no matter what it took, including murder. Even in the early days the Jewish nation seemed to have trouble with the whole concept and tried to adopt rigid interpretations of the laws to reflect how they would like the laws to be interpreted. They came up with a law book called the Talmud, but it totally misinterpreted that Adamic Laws. Things went on for a while, but ALL Adamic “GOD laws” were eliminated around 4AD. At that special time, all people “JEWS AND GENTILES” became similar. God incarnate came to Earth, became a man, died on a cross, and released something called the “Holy Ghost”. I know you have heard the details of this miracle, but the thing to bring out here is that the Holy Ghost was the key to heaven. By bonding with this spirit, everyone, including Gentiles, could go to heaven.
There was no reason for the separation laws any longer and a new set of God Laws were established. Before we get to that, let’s see how the ancient Jews “modified” their special God Laws.
Talmudic Interpretation

Not only did the Jewish Law adopt 613 specific elements of law to be followed, according to the Old Testament, but they also wrote the Talmud, to interpret the laws in extreme detail. These interpreted laws only increased the confusion of the initial laws as seen below, because the interpretations certainly weren’t from God and many times, the interpretations had nothing to do with separation. These are taken from the 8\textsuperscript{th} and 9\textsuperscript{th} chapters of the Talmud and are just examples that can be found throughout this book of law. See if you don’t agree that these interpretations are for convenience rather than provision of better definition.

- One of the original Jewish Laws is to \textit{kill a rebellious son}, so the Talmud had to define what the word son meant for that law. It states, “A rebellious
son is exempt from the law until he produces 2 pubic hairs and is 13 years old.” [Really the Law was necessary, because staying away from non-Jews was difficult at best and rebellion alone could cause a violation. The Talmud doesn’t even discuss this possibility.]

- A man who repeatedly commits a crime and was first whipped then punished again and a third time, should then be placed in a narrow vaulted prison chamber and fed barley until his stomach explodes. [Maybe they cleared up some problems with this one.]

---

No picture here ---Too gross

- **Eliminate Pedophilia**—A girl three years and one day may be betrothed by sexual intercourse. [Rape was a big issue, so the Talmud tried to establish an age that would limit the number of rape cases I suppose. There is no way I can accept the possibility that God wanted 3 year old children to be married.]

- **Eliminate Brother Rape**—A man who rapes his sister should be fined rather than stoned and, even then, only if her hymen was breached. If it wasn’t, then no action should be taken under the law. [The reason that there were so many laws concerning sex for the Jews is shown best in these definitions because
there must have been quite a number of these types of cases for them to warrant a better definition.

- **Eliminate Pedophilia some more**—Intercourse of a boy under the age of eight is of no legal significance and the woman having sex is not disqualified from marrying into the priesthood. [Again, I cannot believe that sex with a 7 year old would not be against some type of God Law even for the Jews. This interpretation possibly came from a misinterpretation of Biblical history, which suggests that many Jews had children at the age of 8. The Jewish writers assumed that the 8 year old number meant something special and adopted this absurd marriage age.

- Sexual intercourse during pregnancy will produce a vigorous and fair son. [I don’t know how this has anything to do with Law, but possibly it kept the fathers away from others if they stayed at home more.]

**Heathenism Is Interpreted**

The Talmud also defines several practices that were considered heathenish or VERY much against God’s Law. I don’t know exactly where they got some of
them, but here are a few strange ones “Interpreted as against the Law”. These didn’t come from the Bible, they were just believed to have been something God would dislike.

- Suspending an egg of a grasshopper on the ear to cure an earache is against the law.
- Carrying the tooth of a fox to promote sleep is against the law of the Talmud.
- Bearing the splinter from a gallows to cure a wound from Iron is against the law.
- Saying, “Good fortune and be not weary day or night.” is against the law.
- A man assuming the name of a woman while a woman assuming a man’s name to obtain good luck is against the law.
- Saying, “Be strong oh my barrels.” to get more wine is against the law. [As far as I know it never worked anyway.]
- Getting a raven to turn its tail toward you is against the law.
- Dashing an egg against the wall or stirring a crock to free a chick is against the law of the Talmud.
- Dancing during the preparation of a meal is against the law.
- Crying during the boiling of grain is against the Talmudic law.
- Urinating before a pot to facilitate cooking. [I don’t understand it, but it’s against the law.]
Drinking water at night is against the law. [I must be a Jewish criminal.]

By the way there was no mention of belief or disbelief in God within this section of the Law interpretation book.

**Cabbalistic Laws**

Besides the “Talmud”, the “Cabbala” was the major governing manuscript of the Jewish community. The Cabbala worked with the Talmud to further complicate the life of a typical Jew. It was even more messed up than the Talmud. Let me show you what I mean.

- [The Cabbala first tries to explain where women come from.] “If a man is giving nothing of his money to the poor or not imparting of his knowledge to the ignorant, he shall be punished by transmigration into a woman.” [If the whole transmigration thing bothers you, you probably have to stay a man. If you are already a woman, you don’t need to give you money away nor teach anyone. The Yezidi [Kurdish ancestors] heard about this law and decided to use it as their definition for women as well.]

- The Cabbala goes on further to explain, "He that looks upon a woman's heel is guilty of an act of lewdness." [This is, of course, before the transmigration thing. Who wants to look at a man’s heel that is in a woman’s body?]
• The Zohar [the third law book of the Jews] condemns eating meat after cheese or cheese after meat as a very serious crime against God and indicates that upon him who is without scruple in this regard, an evil spirit will rest for forty days. [Cheese burgers are just plane evil, I suppose.]

• Here is one that required some ingenuity. One trick used by the ancient Jews to keep from going against the “Cabbalistic Law” was to place a bowl of water near their beds, because they believed that anyone who walks any great distance without washing his hands would have forfeited his life as a divine punishment. [It was much better to wash quickly so no evil would come. By the way, he better not drink the water he brought to bed as we discussed previously.]

• Here is another interesting Cabbalistic crime waiting to happen. “When a man is dressing, he must first put on the right shoe and leave it unfastened till he has put on and fastens the left one; then he should fasten the right, as it is explained in the Shulchan Aruch. [If you remember the “All in the Family” skit on this topic now you know it was a law just as Archie had implied. If you are too young for such a thing, I suppose you can put shoes on as you like.]

• Still another makes you wonder where they got some of these laws. I guarantee they were not from God, but the ancient Jews, and possibly some today, believe these things wholeheartedly. “One should trim his finger-nails every Friday
and never on Thursday. [This was considered a crime because the nails would commence growing on the following Sabbath.] He should pare the nails of the left hand first, beginning at the fourth finger and ending with the thumb; and then he should pare the nails of the right hand, beginning with the thumb and ending with the fourth finger; he should not vary the following order: 4th, 2d, 5th, 3d, 1st of the left hand; then the 1st, 3d, 5th, 2d, 4th of the right hand. Never pare two (contiguous) fingers one after the other, for it is dangerous, and it also impairs the memory. Further we find in the Cabbala, “The reason and mystery about the order for paring the nails are well known to the expert.” [Well, I’m no expert, but my personal opinion is that complex nail clipping is not a true law from God so let’s investigate the non-Adamic Laws.]
Non-Jewish Laws

It is understandable that the Jews were given strict laws to keep them isolated, but the hybrid humans all around them wanted laws too; therefore God’s Laws for the Jews were modified and moved around willy-nilly and became the Law’s of God for the whole area. This included the laws of the Zoroastrians, Islamics, Egyptians, Hindu, Buddhists, and Jainists. Below are brief examples of how the Jewish “isolation” laws were modified. In some cases, the basic laws for these groups were determined before the time of the Biblical historians and sometimes the laws didn’t require God to be worshipped as the non-Jews just picked the one’s they liked.
Islamic Law

The Arabs decided that they should follow the Adamic Laws for some reason, but they believed that the Jewish laws were misinterpreted. They and modified them to be more in line with what they wanted them to say. According to “the Koran 6:151-153”, they limited the sex laws [some], but made the rest of them twisted so that they could get around them. The children killing law is similar to the ancient Jewish law of killing children if they talk back to their parents and the “secret lewdness” is an especially weird one. How many of your children would survive the “plea of want” law shown below??

1. Don’t worship other gods

2. Be good to your parents, but **kill your children on a plea of want.**

3. Don’t be lewd, even in secret and don’t kill, except for justice and law.

4. Do not have sex with your mothers, your daughters, your sisters, the sisters of your fathers, the sisters of your mothers, the daughters of your brother, the daughters of your sister. [These certainly make sense, but they didn’t stop there.]

5. Do not marry two sisters at the same time or have sex with the women who were married to your genetic sons, the mothers of your wives, or the
daughters of your wives with whom you have consummated the marriage. [Although no genetic problems would occur, the Islamic extended the “No sex list” beyond the Jewish laws.]

6. Don’t have sex with your nursing mothers, or the girls who nursed from the same woman as you. [Somehow, God supposedly thought that milk would cause problems.]

**Dome of the Rock**

One unwritten law for the Moslems is, “Thou Shalt Hate Jews”. Part of this hatred is fostered by Jews living in a holy area that Moslems believe was meant for them. Jerusalem was supposed to be the ascension place for Mohammed. The problem is that the ascension place, called the Dome of the Rock, could not possibly have been in Jerusalem. Here are a few items to consider.

- In or around 711, or about 80 years after Mohammed died, Abd El-Wahd, who ruled from 705-715, reconstructed the Christian-Byzantine Church of St. Mary and converted it into a mosque. All he added was an onion-like dome on top of the building to make it look like a mosque. He then named it El-Aksa, which sounds similar
to the Ascension location identified in the Koran. *[El-Mi'araj means Ascending Place]*

- Mohammed could never have had this mosque in mind when he compiled the Koran, since it did not exist for another three generations after his death.

- Mohammed issued a strict prohibition against facing Jerusalem in prayer, on February 12, 624. Jerusalem simply never held any sanctity for the Moslems according to Mohammed himself.

- The mosque in question was not considered sacred for another thousand years after it was built, in fact, the picture below shows the dilapidated condition of this “unholy” landmark in 1875. Note the heavy grass intrusion, the disrepair of the roof. Note, also, how many worshippers are in and around the place.
If the Moslems would consider the possibility that the place of Ascension was another location, there might not be as much unrest between the two nations and if the Jews realized that God giving them the land flowing with milk and honey didn’t mean land on earth, their side might also give some leeway. In this case, it seems that misinterpreted history did more than just keep
people ignorant. It made them and is still making them kill each other.

Buddhist Law

The Buddhists were far from the Jews and their set of laws is substantially different in that less influence is noted. In the orient they call Gods’ Laws the “white paths of action” [according to the “Nagarjuna, Precious Garland 8-9”]. These laws don’t say anything about worshiping God and that was apparently the biggest problem in early times and still is a significant oversight. Instead of even discussing God, per se, they blame Nihilists for all the bad. Staying away from the Nihilists seemed to an attempt at limiting the size of that particular group rather than actual separation for some spiritual reasoning. Here are their “Laws of God”. At least the list is small so people knew which laws they were breaking at any given time and it seems that 2 and 4 are similar unless you didn’t really want the wife and the husband asked you to take her from him.

1. Do not intend harm to others, kill, or steal
2. Do not take the wives of others
3. Do not use senseless, false, divisive, or harsh speech
4. Do not covet another’s possessions
5. Do not believe the views of the Nihilists [After all the Nihilists wanted a different government and God wouldn’t want that.]

**Jainist Law**

Tibet also was far from the Jews; therefore, a new set of laws from God appeared. They were called the “Duties of Lay People” [according to the “Tattvarthasutra’]. These laws don’t say anything about worshiping God either and the one about chastity with your mate could have been a real problem. I don’t suppose I have to tell you that the people didn’t survive long with that chastity law and God really appreciated that there was no law about serving God.

1. Be Forgiving, humble, straightforward, and pure
2. Be truthful, self-restrained, and austere
3. Practice renunciation and nonattachment
4. **Practice chastity with one’s spouse** [probably others as well]

**Hindu Law**

You would think that Hindu law would have similarities with Jewish Law just because of their close proximity, but that is not apparent. In India they had a different set
of laws. “The Dharma for all Four Castes”, as indicated in the “The Law of Manu 10:63”. Again there is no law to worship God and the last law seems very strange. How do you control your senses as required by law? Would you convince yourself not to smell anything? Somehow the religion flourished, but they must have made other laws besides these. I’m trying to control my sense of humor while I’m looking at these laws, but it just doesn’t work for me.

1. Be nonviolent, truthful, and pure
2. Do not Steal
3. Control your senses

**Egyptian Law**

Finally, we come to a group that did use some of the Jewish laws. Of course they misinterpreted them to have been for the Egyptians as well and here is what they ended up with. See if you don’t think they are silly. In order to gain entrance into “heaven”, an Egyptian man’s worth was judged in accordance with a group of 42 laws. Here is a sampling: At least they mention God and only allowed stealing without violence. If you assume that all animals are God’s animals, number two would be very popular with many eatable creatures because you can’t eat them if you can’t kill them.
1. Do not take vengeance against or curse God
2. Don’t purloin God’s things nor slaughter his animals
3. **Do not steal with violence**
4. Do not bear false witness, lie, kill, or commit sodomy.
5. Don’t have sex with another man’s wife [This is a part “B’ of the Buddhist law about not taking another man’s wife with you.]
6. Listen to the truth and understand it. [That second part is a hard one for me.]
7. Do not pierce your skin [I wish this was still a law. I don’t like holes on people’s bodies so I believe this law must be from God. Certainly I wouldn’t feel this way if the law said God wanted people to drill holes into their skin.]
8. Remember the name Mau-Taui is Thoth.
The Persians were originally outside the Moslem/Jewish squabble and their established religion was Zoroastrianism. The Zoroastrian Laws are provided in the book called “Pahlavi Rivayat”. The crimes against God are even listed by severity. In the table below the most severe crimes are listed first. Notice that unnatural sex is the worst crime while not believing in God properly is way down at number 8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unnatural sex</th>
<th></th>
<th>Apostasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Homosexual sex</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Demon-worship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Killing the righteous</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Stealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Halting a next-of-kin marriage</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Promise-breaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Halting the adoption of a son</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Maliciousness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Destroying the Warharan fire.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Oppression for gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>Killing a water-beaver</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Distressing a righteous man.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>Worshiping an idol</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Slander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Worship in another religion.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Arrogance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Embezzlement.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Going to a courtesan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Supporting wickedness.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ingratitude.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Eating without thanks</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>lying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Heresy</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Malcontent of the dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Witchcraft.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Viciousness &amp; harassing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Those were only the Laws for living. In addition to the laws for living, this group had a different set of laws to gain acceptance in heaven. Again the laws for heaven were numbered in accordance to the severity of a crime. I don’t know what “understanding liberality” was, but it was very important. These come from another ancient work called “Menog-i Khrad”.

I really wrote Law 7.
Don’t tell anyone.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Understand liberality</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>Believe in Mazda</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>Believe sacred ones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Speak truth</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Appreciate people</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Believe in a hell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Be thankful</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Perceive goodness</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Don’t slander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Be content</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Seek affection</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Make others happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Be Friendly</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Don’t Hate</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Foster goodness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Know God is Creator</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Don’t Envy</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Don’t Deceive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Know Satan is Evil</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Don’t lust</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Don’t lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Believe in God’s resurrection</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Don’t distress the dead</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Don’t break promises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Help a next-of-kin marriage</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Don’t have wrath</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Keep others from evil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Arrange adoptions</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Don’t disgrace anyone</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Help the sick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Adopt regular industry.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Don’t be lazy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Zoroastrian Laws**

The laws got even more complex according to the sacred Zoroastrian book “Sad Dar”. There are actually 100 laws to live by and the laws tried to mix understandable laws of God with things like reverencing creatures made by angels.
Other fishy parts in their set of laws include the allowance of a small amount of sin without any problem and one that forces obedience to a ruler. I’m sure the “Ruler Obedience” one was inspired by the rulers themselves.

1. Love God and maintain reverence of the Angels and creatures formed by them. [Reverence to angels seems like an unlikely requirement of God, but it does suggest that the angels had an active part in establishment of at least some of the animals.]

2. Proceed with very little sinfulness. Learn from the wise.

3. Prayers must be recited after sneezing; when washing the face; and for menstruating women. [This must be why we still recite the “God bless you” prayer when someone sneezes.]

4. High-priests and rulers must be obeyed [High Priests and rulers came up with this one.]

5. It is necessary to practice abstinence from committing or permitting unnatural intercourse. For this is the chief of all sins and when the sin is committed with women, it is just the same as that with men. [I’m not sure what the unnatural sex was except that it seems to be normally done between two men and can be done between a man and woman.]

6. A childless man not having an adopted son is a sin.

7. Water must not be poured, in the dark, especially from the northern side. It is also not proper to swallow water at night, because it is a sin. [This one
was carried over to the Jewish Laws, but the Jewish law probably got its start here.]

8. Noxious creatures must be killed, especially a wet frog, snake, scorpion, ants, and mouse.

9. Walking barefoot is a sin.

10. A cooking-pot must not be more than two-thirds full.

11. The only law for women is obedience to their husbands. [No comment.]

12. Allowing the sun to shine on a fire, even through holes, is sinful

13. Eating dead matter as medicine is a sin. If eaten by someone, a spirit will demolish his house, fetch his heart out of his body, and scoop out his eyes.

No wonder this group views Americans as some of the worst people in the world.

Many of us walk barefoot.
New Human Laws

So the first real set of Laws from God were the Ten Commandments they were given for all “non-Jewish” people. Jews later got a special set of Isolation Laws from God. For this new set of laws, we must define a new type of person. Some identify this person as the 5th creation. The human creations as follows:

- 1st creation- Ancient humans created over 100 million years ago. The book of Genesis called the the Great Men of Old.
- 2nd creation- What the Genesis story called the 6th day man. Often believed to the Homo Erectus created about a million years ago.
- 3rd creation- This is the creation of Adam on the 8th day according to the book of Genesis. This one is
thought to be Homo-Sapien-sapien which came about 40 thousand years ago.

- 4th creation- This is the change in humans after the great Tower of Babel Wars. Mankind lost many of his preflood abilities from some horrible mishap or because of a punishment from God. Either way, this new human was created about 6 thousand years ago.

- That gets us to the 5th creation of man. It seems that God incarnate came to earth and left something called his Holy Spirit to dwell in people and make them become a new type of person.

When this holy spirit came along, not only did God fix a substantial problem in humans that was introduced by inbreeding, but he also set up a new set of laws. This new set of laws was to be for everyone including the very few pure Jews that still remained.

The old Adamic and non-Adamic Laws were to be thrown out but somehow not everyone got the word.

5th Creation Definition
This “5th Creation human” is one who has been changed to be more like the pure Jews. Another way of showing this change is that before the change, only a Jewish person who had never had children outside his special group [the chosen ones] had a KEY to get to heaven.
Throughout dozens of ancient texts this special key was only provided this special group and is was commonly known as the light. The light was lost to the all other people of the world thousands of years before the great flood. The details of that are not important here. What is important is that by the time God incarnate came to provide the Holy Spirit, there were almost NO pure Jewish people so just about everyone needed this special gift and the new law.

Once the “Holy spirit” or “light” was re-integrated with the human race again, a new “spirit portion” of the human was produced that could live in “heaven” whenever he or she was liberated from the body. Some call this new guy a Christian, but that just sounds like a name for a religion and, remember, this new set of God laws is for everyone; the Jew, the Hindu, the “Christian”, and everyone else. I know that some of you have trouble with the spirit concept and the concept of a spirit home like heaven, but the probability of both being real is high given the huge amount of written texts and time tested elements that have been brought up throughout time. ---Enough religion, let’s get back to the law.

**Why Make a New Set of Laws?**

A new set of Laws was introduced to govern this new human because, they were not pure Jews, in fact there were almost no pure Jews around by the time that God Incarnate [called Jesus] arrived. Rather than isolation
laws, these, quite naturally, were inclusion laws. Everyone on the Earth could turn into a “new human” and be considered an equal with the Jews and everyone was now supposed to love everyone. Yes, that’s right, Jews were even supposed to love everyone. Jesus told humans directly that this new law set was to take the place of the old complicated ones that were for the Jews only. The Bible holds references in several places to the new law. If we read in the book of Matthew [chapter 5, verses 17 & 18] Jesus tried to explain the requirement for a new law to the Jews, but, unfortunately, even some of the true Adaimics didn’t understand the concept.

**Matthew 5: 17 - 18**

“I did not come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I have come to fulfill the law. I say unto you, until heaven and earth pass away, there shall not be one jot or tittle of wisdom pass from the law until all is fulfilled.” [The fulfill statement is talking about Jesus dying and rising again, so it is certainly saying that after his resurrection, the Jewish Law was not wise any longer. There would be no reason to put the “until” word in the statement if it were otherwise.

The New Human Laws were presented for both pure Jews and non-pure Jews. They are the eliminate all previous laws “laws”
New Matthew Law

According to Matthew 6 and 22, we finally get an easy set of laws that were determined to have come from God. These we can certainly determine to be from God, but notice that the whole concept of this set of laws is directed at inclusion of everyone, which is substantially different than the Adamic laws of isolation.

1. Love God with all thy heart

2. Love everyone else [When he says everyone, it means rapists, murders and generally unlikable people. Not just the easy ones.]

3. Don’t pray in public. [The public praying of today is nothing more than extended “Training sessions by well meaning humans”. It is not a discussion with God and the new law indicates that God does not like it.]

4. Do not divorce your mate unless she is unfaithful.

New Paul Law

Those were easy, but somewhat confusing, so another writer expanded on the laws. According to Romans 12-13, Malachi 3, and Ephesians 6, more laws followed, but these laws were easy when the first two were done. One way to test the laws is to see if they sound like they would be from God. These sound like they are from God and go along with the inclusion principle.
1. Don’t conform to this world and serve the Lord, continuing instant in isolated prayer.

2. Rejoice in hope and thirst after righteousness.

3. Be hospitable, fervent, meek, patient, and honest.

4. Bless those that persecute you and love your enemies.

5. Don’t become overcome with evil, be pure in heart, and turn the other cheek.

6. **If it be possible**, live peaceably with all men and be merciful. [**Ooops! they put in a loophole in the law**]

7. Render therefore to all tribute to whom tribute is due.

8. Owe no man anything. [**Not even a credit card?**]

9. Do not commit adultery, kill, or steal, bear false witness, or covet

10. Slaves, obey human masters with fear, not as people-pleasers—but as slaves of Christ serving the Lord. Masters, treat your slaves the same way, giving up the use of threats, because you know that both you and they have the same master in heaven, and there is no favoritism with him. [**This one is included because it is often misquoted to say that slavery is OK. All it is suggesting is that if slavery is legal according to man’s particular law, masters and slaves must still love each other and God.**]
Three Law Sets

• Generally, I think we can tell these three different example of law sets are very different.

• Jewish Isolation Laws—were to insure Adamic pure bloods stayed that way.

• Mosaic Everyone Else Laws— were set up to establish the way non-Jews should act.

• New Human Laws— were set up to be used in place of the other two.

• Just by the nature of the Adamic Laws as compared with non-Jewish and New Human forms of God laws, strife will be abundant because the laws are so foreign to one another. That is exactly what has happened over the past 3 or 4 thousand years. God’s laws aren’t the only ones that we should investigate, however. Let’s poke fun at how we keep holidays.
Religious Holidays & Customs
One of the ways societies try to reinforce law is to enact days of reverence and celebration, but the holidays we hold sacred today are no more sacred than any other day. In fact, in many ways they should be reverenced to a lesser degree than the “common day”. The days I’m talking about specifically are Easter, Christmas, Halloween, Mother’s Day, and St. Valentine’s Day. Others are probably just as bad, but what I want to bring up here is that religious ceremony has nothing to do with religion and our history is continuously “Re-written” to support our current “beliefs” irregardless of the facts.

**Pagan Easter**

Easter is not a Christian holiday. If you have wondered where to find the word Easter in the Bible, forget it. The word came from Eastre, the Great Mother Goddess of the Saxon people, The Phoenicians knew her as Astarte, the Assyrians called her Ishtar, and the Norse called her Ostara. This Eastre goddess was very popular and the celebrations to her would typically start at the first full moon after the spring equinox. People used colored eggs to either represent the full moon or fertility depending on who is writing the history and the eggs were known as "Ishtar's eggs” just like we call them today. Fertility was so great during this season that even a rabbit could produce an egg or so the legends
Pagan Christmas

Most of us celebrate something on December 25th, but that date is special only in that it was considered to be the ancient "birthday" of the son-god, Mithra, who was related to the Semitic sun-god, Shamash. The Romans stole the holiday and converted it a celebration of the god, Saturn, and the winter holiday became known as Saturnalia. The celebrations began the week prior to December 25th. It was a festive time characterized by evergreen wreaths, gift-giving, feasting, and singing just like we do today, but the singing was to the god Saturn. In 336 AD Emperor Constantine, turned against the god Saturn and converted this pagan Roman tradition into something he called “Christ-mass” or celebration of “Christ’s Death”; sort of like our Easter today. How the death celebration turned into a birthday celebration, I haven’t got a clue and there is no indication that Jesus was born any time near this date as the shepards were out with their flocks as in the spring time, so you can celebrate his birth any time you want to.

- By the way, the decorated tree thing wasn’t for this celebration alone. Although they certainly
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decorated the tree for Saturnalia, the custom has been traced back to ancient Egypt, China, the Middle East, and Northern Europe as the decorations of fruit to honor the gods of the harvest and help the return of spring was a common practice. So put on the lights and the gods will be thankful.

**Pagan Halloween**

- It is known as “All-Saints-Day”, “All-Hallow-tide” or “Hallow-E’en [evening]”, but it wasn’t a Christian holiday at all. It was the ancient Celtic fire festival called "Samhain" or feast of the dead. The Celts believed that when people died, they went to dwell with the Fairy Folk. This was the time when the "veil between the worlds" was at its thinnest, and the living could communicate with their beloved dead. At this time, people would imitate the fairies and go from house to house begging for treats. Failure to supply the treats would usually result in practical jokes being visited on the owner of the house. One way they imitated the fairies was to carry large turnips carved to represent faces. [I guess they didn’t have pumpkins.] It should also be noted that animals were ritualistically killed at this time of year and there is also stories indicating that humans were sometimes substituted for the animals. Therefore, don’t be thinking Halloween is a religious holiday.
Pagan Valentine's Day

- It was originally the festival of Lupercalia. In ancient Rome, the fourteenth day of February was set aside to honor Juno, the goddess of women and marriage. It was customary for the names of the Roman girls to be written on slips of paper. Boys would each have to pick a name and be with that girl during the celebration. That isn’t the worst of it for Emperor Claudius came along and decided something awesome. He decreed that no one could get married anymore and that is where Valentine came in.. Valentine was a priest and he kept on marrying people anyway, so the emperor had him killed. What better time to kill a marriage criminal than on the day to honor the goddess of marriage on February 14. Finally, in the year 496 AD, Pope Gelasius did away with the pagan festival of Lupercalia, citing that it was pagan and immoral. He made a new holiday on the same day as Lupercalia. He called the new festival on the fourteenth of February, Valentine’s Day to celebrate the evil killings of Emperor Claudius.

Pagan Mother's Day

Mother's Day dates back to the spring celebrations in ancient Greece in honor of Rhea, wife of Cronus, the
Mother of all of the gods. Later it was turned into “Mothering Sunday” celebrated in England. Some people now use the celebration as a celebration of the “mother church” or for honoring live and dead mothers. In 1914 it became a national holiday, but you now know it is really the national festival of the goddess Rhea.
I’m not going to get into many of these little stories, but I thought that it is important for us to understand that even in our nursery rhymes history is being rewritten. The two I will briefly mention are “Ring-around-the-Rosie” and “Jack-be-Nibble”. Both have different messages than they first appear to have.

Rosie Death Rhyme

The popular children’s rhyme “Ring-around-the-Rosie is extremely morbid as are many others. In the 15th through the 17th centuries, plagues and deaths caused by unenlightened despots was so common, that children recited the incidents in sort of a morbid reaction and a level of closure, or at least that is one possibility. Ring around the Rosie certainly depicts some type of plague or mass death. It has been argued that the nursery rhyme
wasn’t popular until the late 19th century, but by that time there were hundreds of variations which suggest that it was a common theme for a long period, perhaps during the 1660s when the British Plague killed over 70 thousand people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Version</th>
<th>Probable Previous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring around the rosies</td>
<td>Rosey cheeks/ flushed complexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a pocketful of posies</td>
<td>You might be ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atishoo, atishoo</td>
<td>Coughing and sneezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we all fall down</td>
<td>We will all die</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pagan Nursery Rhyme**

Jack be nimble-Jack be quick-
Jack jump over-The candle stick.

One of the Celtic methods of telling the future was candle leaping. The person who could leap over a lit candle without the flame blowing would have good luck over the next year. If the candle blew out, he was in trouble. All of a sudden the custom was converted over
to a part of the feast of patron Saint Catherine and was a required event on November 25th. I don’t think it should be required, nor should one base his luck on a candle.
To show that people will try to make a law for everything, people have been trying to force fit the planet positions into a neat package called Bode’s Law for years without success. It was invented in 1766 by a man named Johann “Titus”, so we got the bright idea to call it Bode’s Law. It is not even close to being a physical law. Some of the planets seem to be close, but when it comes down to it, the positions don’t match Bode’s predictions. One reason the positions don’t fit is that our Solar system is still forming. I know its hard to believe, but even as recently as 12 thousand years ago there appears to have been a major repositioning of the supposed Bode’s Law controlled masses. The best thing we can do is to simply ignore Old Bode, I mean Titus, and his squirrelly law. Cross it out of your science books. Below are some of the time-stamped diagrams of our solar system through the ages. I’m mostly going to concentrate on Mars, Venus and Earth, because they are the closest together.
Conclusion

Laws are what you make of them. Don’t ignore the law, but do look at what the law actually meant when the law was initiated. It might make the law make more sense.

Sometimes It Won’t